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"MAXIMUM RETURN TO CLIENTS PER DOLLAR INVESTED"
Sound-proof floors that save time and labor

Pyrobar Floor Voids were designed to help relieve the tension on modern nerves by shielding them from unnecessary noise. And sound-proof construction has come to be an ideal of the architect of today.

Pyrobar Voids are cast from a dense gypsum. Imprisoned in them are millions of air cells; sound-deadeners of the first order.

The simple formwork required, the ease with which they are cut to fit around pipe and conduit openings and the plaster-saving base they present to plaster... these and other properties make Pyrobar Floor Voids supremely economical.

We will forward you complete architectural data, or consult with you regarding any installation problem of the sort in which you may be interested.

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY
General Offices: Dept. O, 205 W. Monroe St., Chicago, Ill.
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A Complete Reference Library in Itself

THE DICTIONARY OF
ENGLISH FURNITURE

By
PERCY MACQUOID & RALPH EDWARDS

With Special Articles contributed by Various Experts
and a General Introduction by
H. AVRAY TIPPING

In three volumes, with about 550 half-tone illustrations and 20 color-plates in each volume. Each, $35.00 net

VOLUME II
NOW READY


An Invaluable Reference

ELEMENTS OF FORM AND DESIGN
IN CLASSIC ARCHITECTURE

SHOWN IN EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR MOTIVES COLLATED FROM FINE BUILDINGS
OF ALL TIME ON ONE HUNDRED PLATES

By
ARTHUR STRATTON, F.R.I.B.A.
ARCHITECT

Comprising 84 plates of the author's measured drawings, and sixteen half-tone plates from old prints, drawings, etc., together with descriptive text and a foreword by

PROFESSOR A. E. RICHARDSON, F. R. I. B. A.

$7.50 net

PUBLISHED BY
Charles Scribner's Sons • 597-599 Fifth Avenue • New York
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Send for this New Booklet on the PEERVENT Unit System of Heating and Ventilating

IT describes—largely by means of detail photos and practical drawings—a system of heating and ventilating which gives each room—

— exactly the required cubic feet of air per minute,
— at any desired temperature,
— at a cost depending entirely upon the needs of that particular room.

It covers standard, semi-concealed, and concealed types of units, with drawings of various adaptations to special architectural conditions.

It includes much engineering data, directions for laying out a unit system of heating and ventilating, and thirty pages of conveniently indexed tables pertaining to this subject.

Send for a copy; you will be glad to keep it in your files

PEERLESS UNIT VENTILATION CO., INC.
Skillman Avenue and Hulst Street
Long Island City, N. Y.

Peerless
Unit Ventilation Co., Inc.
Skillman Ave. and Hulst St.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Please send a copy of your new catalogue to

Name
Address
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The name "Batchelder" is a trade name, applicable only to the tiles produced by the Batchelder-Wilson Company. Batchelder Tiles are unique in coloring, texture and design and in their exclusive process of manufacture.

We are eager to co-operate with architects in the creation of distinctive effects—we are prepared to design and execute special work and to submit sketches on any contemplated project.

See Sweet's Catalogue or write for complete information.

BATCHELDER-WILSON COMPANY
2633 Artesian Street, Los Angeles
101 Park Avenue, New York City
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84% Efficiency—by burning OIL in

Kewanee Steel Boilers

These Kewanee features make for efficient burning of oil

Plenty of mixing space

Oil must be burned in a spacious firebox, so that the oil will have room to properly mix with enough air for combustion. Kewanee Boilers have always been built with spacious fireboxes.

Large unbroken disengaging areas

Burning oil produces very high temperatures: Hence the boiler must have a water content large enough to absorb the heat, and a large unbroken disengaging area so that steam may be released without undue disturbance of the water. Large unbroken disengaging areas and unusually ample water space have been features of Kewanee Boilers since the first one was built.

Great Strength

Sudden changes in temperatures due to burning oil call for great boiler strength. The maximum known strength in boilers can be obtained only by riveted steel construction found in Kewanee Boilers.

Latest tests made with Oil Fired Kewanee Boilers show efficiencies as high as 84% plus—the lowest efficiency recorded being 79.5%. 75% efficiency is considerably above the average obtained by most low pressure heating boilers. So, once again Kewanee demonstrates its heat-making economy whether coal or oil is used.

Oil is nothing more than liquid coal. Hence a boiler properly designed to burn coal efficiently will burn oil with equally good results.

Play safe: You can’t go wrong when you specify and install the boiler that has stood first in dependability and fuel saving ability for 35 years.

Engineers reports of the tests mentioned above will be mailed to any one interested.

Kewanee Boiler Company Kewanee, Illinois

By invitation members of

STEEL HEATING BOILERS, RADIATORS, WATER HEATERS, TANKS AND WATER HEATING GARBAGE BURNERS
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Pyrono, fireproof door—Sentinel of the guest room

Upon the host in hotel, apartment or home there is always the responsibility for protecting guests from fire hazard. All concerned rest easier when Pyrono stands guard. To the visitor, Pyrono appears much like the doors in his own home, handsome and unobtrusive—but its core is fireproof.

Pyrono Doors and Trim are built of the finest cabinet-wood veneers applied over a non-resinous, laminated core. Between the veneer and the core, however, is placed an asbestos sheathing which is mechanically bonded to the core.

The result is fireproof construction, presenting at the same time all the attractiveness of the most beautiful woodwork. Pyrono Doors can be fitted with smokeproof and practically soundproof tightness because under extremes of temperature they do not expand, contract, warp, buckle nor bind in their frames. No danger of being trapped by jammed doors.

The use of Pyrono fireproof doors means economy, beauty and lasting construction. Let our representatives prove this to you.

The Compound and Pyrono Door Co.
ST. JOSEPH, MICHIGAN
The business of this organization is not to sell just one type of concrete piles—but, wherever and whenever we do place concrete piles by the Raymond method we pour each pile into a spirally reinforced steel shell and leave the shell in the ground—because both our business and engineering experience have demonstrated the wisdom of this method.

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE CO.
New York: 140 Cedar St. Chicago: 111 W. Monroe St.
RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE CO., Ltd., Montreal, Can.

Branch Offices in all Principal Cities
BUILD THE NATION SECURELY WITH

INDIANA LIMESTONE
The Nation's Building Stone

INDIANA Limestone
Statuary group over the
Aldwych entrance of Bush House, the largest Ameri­
can office building in Lon­
don, England. The figures
symbolize Anglo-Ameri­
can friendship. Miss Mal­
vizia Hoffman, sculptress.

WHEN Indiana Limestone was chosen for the statuary
group illustrated, a British expert questioned whether it long would stand the
ravages of the climate and mentioned the matter to Irving T. Bush, head of the
Bush Company.

"How long do you think it will withstand the London atmosphere?" he asked.

"Oh, 200 or 300 years," Mr. Bush replied.

"Make a note in our diary," he said to his secretary, "that in 200 years time I
must come to London to see how this sculpture is getting along."
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Our imprint on every piece of tile we produce is a guarantee of lasting satisfaction. So confident are we of our product's perfection that, like the goldsmiths of old, we "hall mark" it with pride. For your own and your client's protection, specify roofing tiles with our mark.

IMPERIAL Roofing Tiles

LUDOWICI-CELADON COMPANY
104 South Michigan Avenue - Chicago
565 Fifth Avenue - New York
ANOTHER
VITROLITE
TRIUMPH
OFFICE BUILDING
ONE PARK AVE
NEW YORK

VITROLITE TOILET PARTITIONS AND WALLS ARE
USED IN ALL OF THE TOILET ROOMS IN THIS BUILDING

BECAUSE THE VITROLITE
PARTITION IS THE
MOST SANITARY AS
WELL AS THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL TOILET PAR-
TION MADE. ITS CLEAN-
ING UNABSORBED
CERAMIC SURFACE
AND THE INGENIous
NEW CONSTRUCTION
UNMARKED BY THE
USUAL SURFACE HARD-

THE VITROLITE COMPANY
155 W. WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO
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Yes—we’re selling heat in Florida!

The Webster Type "W" Modulation Valve

Used with the Webster Modulation System of Steam Heating to provide complete control of each radiator. By its use the radiator may be kept one-quarter or one-half filled—thus meeting the most exacting requirements of each occupant of the building.

The family that migrates to Florida expects relief from Winter’s biting blasts . . . Yet even the vaunted Florida climate at times is temperamental. And an increasing number of architects now are specifying Webster Systems of Steam Heating—to insure their clients comfort at all times.

One of the reasons why Webster Systems are preferred throughout the "sunny South" is the modulation control, described briefly at the left.

Where most systems tend to overheat in mild weather, this patented feature of Webster Systems makes a moderate temperature possible at all times—thus assuring both comfort and economy . . . Yet, with an effortless twist of the hand, the Webster Modulation Valve makes available ample heat for the severest cold snap.

Get in touch with the nearest Webster Office when you start planning your next building. Webster Service will follow through to the ultimate end—the complete satisfaction of your client.

Warren Webster & Company
Pioneers of the Vacuum System of Steam Heating
Camden, N. J.
50 Branch Offices
In Canada, Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal

Webster Systems of Steam Heating

More than 37,000 installations in America’s finer buildings
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H&H Flush Switches—Up Front

FOR "TUMBLER" REQUIREMENTS:

NO. 8601 SQUARE

Has the famous feature of the Balanced Movement; puts the user in touch with quality he can feel. Most quiet, easy-throw mechanism in any Tumbler; most positive action. Exclusive in looks and in "works", but competitive-priced.

FOR GREAT SERVICE-LIFE:

"2081" PUSH SWITCH

The "Old Reliable" for quiet, enduring service. Buttons press with an even tension; no more resistance near the end of the stroke than at the beginning. No jar as the contacts meet. Maximum value at medium price.

FOR THE COSTLY EDIFICE:

"GOLD STAR" PUSH

For de luxe jobs needing every refinement of fine artisanship. Works with the lightest of touch and complete lack of jar. Called "Silver Star" when ordered with luminous push-button.

FOR SHALLOW PARTITION WORK:

"NUTMEG" 4401-S

Leading all switches in number installed; leading all competitive-price switches in sturdiness. Good enough so your modest jobs may safely be judged by the switches. Refer to your H&H Catalogue or Architect's Handbook—to Always Install Good Switches

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO., HARTFORD, CONN.

Makers of Electric Switches since 1891.
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Pickling "Central" Pipe for "Central Black" and "Central White" Conduit

AFTER being threaded, "CENTRAL" pipe is transferred from the pipe mill to the conduit pickling room by an electric truck, from which the pipe is picked up by an overhead crane and securely locked in a large cage.

These cages, loaded with pipe in vertical position, are carried by the crane and then immersed in a cleaning solution which removes all oil and grease from the pipe.

The loaded cages are then transferred to acid vats, where the scale is removed by slow, careful pickling, while the pipe is agitated to insure uniform action of the acid on all parts of the pipe. Special skill and care are required in this operation to prevent injury to the threads by the acid.

The pipe is next placed horizontally on inspection benches and all loose scale is blown from the inside by compressed air. The exterior is examined under powerful lights to detect any possible defects in surface or threads, and a light is placed at one end of each piece of pipe to enable the inspector at the other end to examine the interior for possible obstructions.

Any piece of conduit in which the slightest defect is observed is rejected and scrapped. The pipe which passes examination is rolled into an adjoining building where it is finished into "CENTRAL WHITE" or "CENTRAL BLACK" Conduit.

CENTRAL TUBE COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES - FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
PITTSBURGH
DISTRIBUTORS IN ALL LARGE CITIES
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School windows of steel—another step in the right direction

St. Augustine's Academy, in Lakewood, Cleveland, Ohio, is equipped throughout with Fenestra Reversible Ventilator Steel Windows—three types being employed to exactly meet requirements. Set in deeply recessed openings, these sturdy steel windows, with their small panes and narrow muntins, enhance the architectural beauty of the building.

From the little red school house of yesterday to the beautiful buildings of today is a long stride forward. Stuffy conditions have given place to sunlit, airy classrooms. And in such progress Fenestra Steel Windows have had an important part.

Fenestra Reversible Ventilator Windows have the advantages architects have long hoped to find. They ventilate without draft. They are weather-tight, fire-resistant and always work easily — can never warp or stick.

Made by steel window specialists, Fenestra gives the architect every opportunity for a beautiful, practical window installation, and provides complete steel window service for every project.

Please mention Architecture in writing to manufacturers
JANUARY, 1926.

ARCHITECTURE

F. O. Adams, Architect

Allen Sheet Metal Works, Rig. Contr.

BEACH PARK GATE, TAMPA, FLA.

CREATING HOSPITALITY

The above Gateway to Beach Park, Tampa, Florida, bridges one of the main thoroughfares from Tampa to the Gandy Bridge to St. Petersburg.

A truly beautiful piece of work, which might honestly attribute a share of its charm to the soft natural pastel tints of Hood's Habana Mission Tile; fitting in so well with the informal hospitality of its Latin feeling.

ADDRESS ROOFING TILE DEPT. A
DAISY, TENN.

B. Mifflin Hood Brick Company
Burned Clay Products
Atlanta, Ga.
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Why Radiators

No matter how skilfully they may be concealed or adorned, radiators invariably occupy space which might well be put to better use.

With the Kelsey Warm Air Generator, registers are placed inconspicuously in the walls or floors, giving more room for furniture and decorations.

But the main consideration is the quality of the heat. Instead of dry reheated air, the Kelsey circulates through the house a constant stream of pure, fresh air.

And it is never dry air, with its pernicious effect on both humans and furniture. The Automatic Humidifier adds just enough, and never too much, moisture; in fact, restores the air to its natural condition and conserves the health of the family.

Our booklet, "Kelsey Systems of Heating and Ventilating, Gravity and Mechanical," is filled with information of value to architects. We will gladly send it upon request.

Our Engineering Department will furnish the Architect with detailed plans and specifications.

The Kelsey
Warm Air Generator

Dealers
Principal Cities
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When the architect and owners of the above building decided to use Kawneer Solid Nickel Silver Windows their verdict was based largely upon economy.

The original cost of Kawneer windows is the final cost. The sturdy mouldings which are formed from heavy gauge rustless metal are securely welded at all joints. Painting and finishing or future replacement due to corrosion, is eliminated.

In addition to this the interlocking of sash and jamb is so positive that the passage of cold air through these points is rendered impossible, thus reducing fuel costs.

These features tend to minimize the upkeep and operating costs of any building.

Information pertaining to Windows or Store Fronts will be gladly furnished.

United States Mortgage Bond Co., Ltd.
Featured at the left is one of the windows used in this building.
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An architect’s plan might be, to the unthinking, merely some lines on paper, and nothing more. To the intelligent mind, however, the plan represents years of education and experience.

To the unthinking mind, the Architect’s Painting Guide might, likewise, seem but a list of products. Every architect knows, nevertheless, that it represents the crystallized experience of many years.

The knowledge and resources of the largest paint and varnish makers in the world, Sherwin-Williams, are placed at your service through this Guide. You are invited to make full use of it.

For details of specifications see: The Sherwin-Williams Book of Painting and Varnishing Specifications (sent upon request). Also see Sweet’s Architectural Catalogue.

We invite correspondence—write to the Department of Architectural Service.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
406 Canal Road
Cleveland

---

**ARCHITECTURAL PAINTING GUIDE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SURFACE</th>
<th>TO PAINT</th>
<th>TO ENAMEL</th>
<th>TO STAIN</th>
<th>TO VARNISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRICK WALLS (dry)</td>
<td>S-W Concrete Wall Finish</td>
<td>Old Dutch Enamel, Glow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCRETE WALLS</td>
<td>S-W Concrete Wall Finish</td>
<td>Old Dutch Enamel, Glow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEMENT FLOORS</td>
<td>S-W Concrete Floor Paint</td>
<td>S-W Concrete Floor Paint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTERIOR WOOD SURFACES</td>
<td>S-W (Sherwin-Williams Paint)</td>
<td>Old Dutch Enamel, Glow</td>
<td>S-W Preservation Shingle Stain</td>
<td>Regal Varnish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTERIOR METAL SURFACES</td>
<td>Kromik Structural Steel Primer</td>
<td>Old Dutch Enamel, Glow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACTORY WALLS (internal)</td>
<td>S-W Enamel Mill White</td>
<td>S-W Enamel Mill White</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOORS (interior wood)</td>
<td>S-W Inside Floor Paint (the greenish 6440)</td>
<td>S-W Inside Floor Paint (the greenish 6440)</td>
<td>Oil Stain or Platina Varnish Stain</td>
<td>Mar-Not Floor Varnish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERIOR WALLS AND CEILINGS</td>
<td>Flat Tone Wall Finish</td>
<td>Old Dutch Enamel or Enameloid</td>
<td>S-W Acid Stain</td>
<td>S-W Handcraft Stain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERIOR WOOD TRIM</td>
<td>S-W (Sherwin-Williams Paint)</td>
<td>Old Dutch Enamel or Enameloid</td>
<td>S-W Oil Stain</td>
<td>Semi-Not Varnish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORCH FLOORS AND DECKS</td>
<td>S-W Porch and Deck Paint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIATORS AND PIPES</td>
<td>Flat Tone Finish or S-W Gold Paint</td>
<td>For White—S-W Snow White Enamel</td>
<td>For colors—Enameloid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROOFS—minus</td>
<td>S-W or Metallic Primer (for 10-50 Sherwin 3rd Paint)</td>
<td>S-W Preservation Shingle Stain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROOFS—wood</td>
<td>S-W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STACKS AND HOT SURFACES</td>
<td>Salamander Smoke-Stack Black</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRUCTURAL STEEL</td>
<td>Kromik Structural Steel Primer</td>
<td>Mastic (for finishing)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO DAMP-PROOF FOUNDATIONS</td>
<td>S-W Acrylic Paint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO DAMP-PROOF INTERIOR WALLS ABOVE GRADE</td>
<td>S-W Primer Bond</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOD-PRESERVATIVE</td>
<td>S-W Coated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Armstrong's Linoleum for every floor in the house

Casa Romero in Oakland, Calif., has Armstrong's Linoleum floors throughout. The living-room floor is Marble Inlaid No. 74. W. W. Dixon, architect.

A Floor Decoration Service That May Prove Helpful to You, Too

Every few days some architect adds us to his decorative staff. He asks our Bureau of Interior Decoration for designs in Armstrong's Linoleum to help him produce a desired effect. He may even ask our decorator to suggest an entire color scheme for a home, a clubhouse, a smart shop.

There are in Armstrong's Linoleum, you know, designs appropriate for practically any type of interior, colorings to harmonize with almost any decorative plan. For instance, there are the two-tone jaspés and plain solid colors, the inset tiles and marble tiles, and, finest of all, the unique new Embossed Handcraft Tiles. When properly installed, a floor of this modern linoleum takes its place in the building as a structural material, a flooring as permanent as hardwood, or terrazzo, or encaustic tiles.

The next time you have a job that demands floors a little out of the ordinary, floors that ought to contribute their share to the architectural plan or to the color scheme, why not find out what you can do with this decorative linoleum flooring?

Just write to our Bureau of Interior Decoration. Send a blueprint, or outline briefly your requirements and what you have in mind. Our decorator will gladly give your inquiry her careful, personal attention, and her suggestions may prove a real service to you. And, of course, there is no charge or obligation. It's yours for the asking.

Armstrong Cork Company, Linoleum Division, Lancaster, Pennsylvania
In the New Saks Company Store

A Complete Installation of Art Metal Elevator Doors

BEAUTY as well as utility characterize every detail of this newest of Fifth Avenue’s palatial department stores. That this keynote of distinction and serviceability has been faithfully carried out in the design and construction of the elevator doors is obvious from the illustrations pictured above.

This installation not only adds another well known name to the long list of famous buildings equipped with ART METAL Hollow Metal Doors, but emphasizes again the intelligent co-operation of ART METAL Engineers and Craftsmen with the Architect. We ask that you consider this experience and skill at your service at any time.

Art Metal

Hollow Metal Doors and Trim, Steel and Bronze Equipment for Banks, Libraries, Public Buildings, Steel Office Equipment, Safes and Files

Jamestown, New York
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CALE IN ARCHITECTURE

SCALE, as any designer knows, is one of the most difficult aspects of architecture. The design is often marred, the effect ruined by a structure's seeming to be larger or smaller than it really is. Again, a discrepancy in scale between the different parts of a building is often apparent and annoying. These difficulties result frequently because the observer has no "measuring stick" by which he may evaluate the size of the relative parts. Therefore, as an aid in making sensible to the observer the scale of a building, material units of known sizes are invaluable. In this connection TILES, by means of their joint and texture, offer an effective method of writing indelibly into a design a sure means for measuring the size of the structure. Thus the designer, while introducing into his building the varied wealth of COLOR and PATTERN afforded by ceramic TILES, finds in this same resourceful medium the solution of this ever-present and troublesome problem of SCALE.

ASSOCIATED TILE MANUFACTURERS
1981 SEVENTH AVENUE BEAVER FALLS, PA.
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In the living room of Mr. A. R. Griswold's roof bungalow apartment, at 16 Park Avenue, New York. Floor of GOLD SEAL INLAID in warm browns and tans (Belflor Pattern No. 2047-3).

CLEVER idea—choosing a rather formal tile floor for this “homey” living room! Everyone admires how the rich colorings of the tiles combine with, and set off, the furnishings: the Oriental rugs, the maple Colonial furniture, the splash of quaint patchwork on the chair-back and the rambling pattern on the hangings.

Why not start with the floors? Many architects and interior decorators make the floor the keynote for the whole decorative plan—

in living rooms, dining rooms, sleeping rooms and service quarters. This means, of course, that they must have at command a great variety of designs and color combinations.

Small wonder, then, that America’s leading home-builders are turning more and more frequently to Nairn Gold Seal Inlaids. Ask to see full size patterns and “quality samples.”

CONGOLEUM-NAIRN INC.
Philadelphia
Kansas City
Cleveland

New York
San Francisco
Dallas

Boston
Atlanta
Pittsburgh

Chicago
Minneapolis
New Orleans

GOLD SEAL INLAIDS
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How my wife and I built our home for $4.90

By STEPHEN LEACOCK

Here’s the way the story begins:

"I was leaning up against the mantelpiece in a lounge suit which I had made out of old ice bags, and Beryl, my wife, was seated at my feet on a low Louis Quinze tabouret which she had made out of a finnan-haddock fishbox, when the idea of a bungalow came to both of us at the same time.

"It would be just lovely if we could do it!" exclaimed Beryl, coiling herself around my knee.

"Why not?" I replied, lifting her up a little by the ear, "with your exquisite taste—"

"And with your knowledge of material," added Beryl, giving me a tiny pinch on the leg. "Oh, I am sure we could do it! One reads so much in all the illustrated papers about people making summer bungalows and furnishing them for next-to-nothing."

It’s an amusing tale, written by one of America’s foremost humorists. Drop a line to Bruce, get a copy of the recent August issue and finish the story. You’ll enjoy it.

The Bruce House Organ is not a comic publication, although each issue contains something to lighten a dull day. It is full of valuable and usually found facts on subjects of interest to architects.

Look over these subjects

Characteristics of Woods—Early Hardwood Flooring—Memory versus Judgment—Causes of Cupped or Shrunken Floors—When Special Flooring Lengths are Unnecessary—Waxed and Varnished Finish. These are but a few of many appearing in each number.

Free to you

Send us your name—we will be glad to put any interested architect on our mailing list. No obligation of any kind.

E.L. BRUCE COMPANY

MEMPHIS TENNESSEE

LARGEST MAKERS OF OAK FLOORING IN THE WORLD
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Enduring Beauty

Because of its beauty and durable qualities Pink Georgia Marble was selected by Kensico for their new mausoleum.

Many stones were considered for this vault; but Pink Georgia Marble was chosen as the most suitable.

THE GEORGIA MARBLE COMPANY

TATE, GEORGIA

NEW YORK
1328 Broadway

ATLANTA
804 Bona Allen Bldg.

CHICAGO
456 Monadnock Bldg.
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First National Bank of Boston, Buenos Aires, South America

Chambers & Thomas, Buenos Aires, Architects
York & Sawyer, New York, Consulting Architects
Stone & Webster, Inc., Boston, Supervising Engineers

CAST
Ferrocraft Grilles

and Registers are used exclusively in this handsome Buenos Aires Bank, the equipment needed constituting one of the largest orders ever exported.

Ferrocraft Bronze Metal Registers and Grilles are cast in Special Design No. 95.

TUTTLE & BAILEY MFG. CO.
Lexington Avenue and 44th Street, New York

MAKERS OF REGISTERS AND GRILLES FOR SEVENTY-EIGHT YEARS
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General Electric supplies complete electrical equipment for all types of structures. In many notable buildings there are G-E Wiring Systems for the distribution of electric power and light, and apparatus for their control and protection—G-E Motors and Control for operating elevators, fans, pumps, compressors, G-E Centrifugal Blowers, etc. For your every electrical requirement G-E building specialists will gladly recommend suitable apparatus. Ask your nearest G-E office for this service.
Toward Metal

Every year the field of the Stationary Steel Dead-Front Switchboard has grown larger. The many installations, supervised by prominent architects, are testimony that this type of switchboard stands for service in which safety, "for safety's sake," is worth the slight premium in price.

Semi-skilled employees can operate the switches or change fuses without any danger of accident.

As each panel is a unit, additions to the switchboard may be made at any time by merely bolting on the desired number of panel units. This is more than sufficient to give free range to the space requirements of the architect. Each panel unit consists of an assembly of brush contact lever switches of the required ratings. With the safety enclosed switchboard the brush contact switch finds its ideal application.

Note at right the simplified construction of the brush contact switches used on Stationary Steel Dead-Front Switchboards. Non-retardable, quick break switches of ample capacity prevent overheating. A particularly safe feature is the interlock between the switch handle and the fuse compartment door, whereby the door cannot be opened when the switch is closed, nor can the switch be closed when the door is open.

Architects will find that the Stationary Steel Dead-Front Switchboard has been so constructed that the pleasing design and appearance are carried out in every detail. For detailed dimensions and other data, address your nearest G-E office. Valuable information is contained in descriptive sheet 67111, which will be promptly sent you on request.

For reference, file this advertisement in your A.I.A. File 31c2

E L E C T R I C

SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
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The great buildings of today, designed in masses which rear rugged, mounting profiles into the sky, foretell even greater and more massive structures for the next half century. Always a close co-ordination of architecture and engineering, of design and construction, the architecture of the future will find architect and engineer working ever more closely together.

Certainly modern invention — modern engineering skill and organization, will prove more than equal to the demands of the architecture of the future.
A livable home—summer and winter

HOW much the livableness of home depends on proper screening and weatherstripping of doors and windows!

On summer days they must open wide to the breeze—in winter they must shut tight against the cold.

Beauty, too, must be considered. Screens and strips must be unnoticeable, and not spoil the architectural detail. Economy and satisfactory service demand durable materials and construction, and that means ALL-METAL.

In successfully combining beauty, utility and durability in screening and weatherstripping, the Higgin organization has become particularly proficient through years of experience and specialization. Difficult windows such as inswinging and outswinging casements, and odd-shaped windows that require special equipment are easily screened and stripped the Higgin way. Many superior details of Higgin all-metal equipment are patented and exclusive with Higgin, and Higgin craftsmanship is the finest obtainable.

There is a Higgin service man in every principal city—a trained specialist who will cooperate with your staff or your clients directly, as you prefer. Higgin equipment is installed by Higgin fitters and guaranteed by the Higgin organization.

Write for blueprints showing detailing of HIGGIN equipment in various types of window construction.

The HIGGIN Manufacturing Co. :: Newport, Ky. :: Toronto, Can.

Look in your telephone or city directory for the address of your local Higgin service office, or write to the home office.

Service offices in all principal cities in the United States and Canada
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The new home of the Capitol Life Insurance Company, recently completed in Denver, is a notable example of commercial architecture in that it attains dignity and beauty without loss of practical utility. The windows are custom-made, International Steel Casements.

Also manufacturers of the International Austral Window

INTERNATIONAL CASEMENT CO., INC.
JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

IN CANADA: ARCHITECTURAL BRONZE & IRON WORKS, TORONTO, ONT.

SALES OFFICES
101 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

201 DEVONSHIRE STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

844 RUSH STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.

CHEMICAL BUILDING
ST. LOUIS, MO.

AGENTS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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The growing use of Horse Head Zinc for conductor pipes, gutters and roofing is recognition of the economy of permanent construction.

The cost of Horse Head Zinc, figured on the basis of its long life and its freedom from expense either for repair or replacement, is lower than that of any other metal.

When you specify Horse Head Zinc you have selected a material which is unexcelled for permanent and economical service. Send for The Specification Book.

The New Jersey Zinc Company
Established 1848
Products Distributed by
The New Jersey Zinc Sales Company
160 Front Street, New York City
CHICAGO • PITTSBURGH • CLEVELAND • SAN FRANCISCO
The Allerton Club, Chicago, Illinois—Murgatroyd & Ogden, Architects

The Allerton Club is worthy of the careful study of the designer who is interested in beautiful brickwork. The building fairly bristles with interesting details, which have been skillfully worked into an exceptionally pleasing composition. Space does not permit even a catalog of these striking details, but they are readily apparent to the trained eye.

One of the outstanding features of this building is the fact that the architects have depended almost entirely on face brick for their effects.

- You will find many splendid examples of the modern use of face brick in "Architectural Detail in Brickwork," a portfolio of many halftone plates, showing various treatments of the brick wall surface, ready for filing. It will be sent postpaid to any architect making request on his office stationery.

- "English Precedent for Modern Brickwork," a 100-page book, beautifully illustrated with halftones and measured drawings of Tudor and Georgian types and American adaptations, sent postpaid for two dollars.

AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION
1753 Peoples Life Building • Chicago, Illinois
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PANELOUVRE—THE MODERN METAL VENTILATOR

THE USE OF PANELOUVRES IN THE BEDROOM DOORS OF THE GRAMERCY PARK HOTEL ASSURES FUTURE GUESTS MAXIMUM VENTILATION—ABSOLUTE PRIVACY AND SAFETY.

LIGHT FROM THE CORRIDORS IS ELIMINATED—VISION IS BARRED. DRAFTS ARE PREVENTED AND THIEVES CANNOT ENTER BY WAY OF THE PANELOUVRE.

HARMONIOUS APPEARANCE, COMBINED WITH EXPERT WORKMANSHIP AND A RICH STORE OF VENTILATING EXPERIENCE, MAKES PANELOUVRE THE FINEST TYPE OF VENTILATOR, SUITABLE FOR ANY BUILDING. CAN BE USED IN ANY DOOR, IN EXISTING AS WELL AS NEW CONSTRUCTION.

LET US SEND YOU A COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE VENTILOUVRE CO., INC.
BRIDGEPORT CONNECTICUT
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Again

MAJOR FA SYSTEM

Is Chosen by
One of America’s Finest Theaters

The magnificent new Paramount Theater, Times Square, New York, designed by C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp, Architects, contains everything modern in theater equipment—including an @ Major All-Master System, of course.

More and more it is becoming a standard practice among leading architects to include an @ All-Master Major System in the specifications of fine theaters. Installations now serving in America's most modern theaters dot the map from coast to coast.

In the @ All-Master Major System the most flexible and economical control of theater lighting possible is offered. One, ten, twenty, thirty—or as many lighting scenes as desired can be pre-selected on the "@ Major" and at the proper cue any scene can be automatically changed by one All-Master Switch.

@ Major All-Master Systems are all of the same high grade construction. Unit assemblage provides a size for every need. Not only are "@ Majors" suited to larger theaters, but to the moderate auditorium's requirements as well.

Complete estimates and details on all theater and auditorium jobs are furnished without cost or obligation. Our engineers—the men who consulted on the Paramount, The Uptown, the Orpheum and many other fine theaters—await your call.

Frank Adam
ELECTRIC COMPANY
ST. LOUIS

Our Branch Offices Are Fully Equipped to Offer Valuable and Helpful Service:

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Dallas
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Minneapolis
New Orleans
New York
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
Seattle
San Francisco
Winnipeg
London, Ontario
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Harmony of Design
Plus Correct Lighting

The prevailing thought when designing exterior lighting fixtures is beauty of design. Yet the importance of correct illumination should never be overlooked, regardless of design.

If your plans call for a distinctive type lamp post, lantern or bracket we are prepared to create designs which will preserve the decorative harmony of your work and, at the same time, provide the exact quantity of light desired.

With over 400 patterns of every type the Smyser-Royer line offers a solution to every exterior lighting fixture problem. There is a wonderful range of designs in our new catalogue “J,” which will be sent on request.

LAMP POSTS :: LANTERNS :: BRACKETS

SMYSER-ROYER CO.
Main Office and Works – York, Pa.
Philadelphia Office – 1609 Sansom Street
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Preferred for Exacting Plumbing
Since 1878

A very popular Clow fountain
for school work

Successfully Meeting the Supreme Tests of Time

There is an old saying that "The proof of the pudding is in the eating." This maxim holds especially true in such an important field of sanitation as the modern school.

Handsome white fixtures and shiny brass fittings mean little or nothing until years have rolled away and proven that those fixtures and fittings can and have rendered the service expected of them.

Everyone interested in school plumbing has ample opportunity to inspect Clow installations that are functioning successfully after ten, fifteen and even more years of service. Taking advantage of these opportunities has led many schools of the modern type illustrated on this page, to insist upon Clow for all plumbing.

The advantages to be gained by such specifications become even more evident when it is considered that the Clow plumbing line is invariably complete in each detail and that each Clow fixture is carefully assembled and thoroughly tested before it is shipped to a job.

JAMES B. CLOW & SONS, 534-546 S. FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO
Sales Offices in Principal Cities
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CORROSION is the cancer of metal

For your protection Reading Pipe is now marked with a Spiral Band of Knurling, stamped into the metal. You can be sure it's genuine even through a coat of paint!

Even in the darkest corner a man with a flashlight can instantly identify "Reading."

A $100 "Saving" in a $25,000 Home

NOTHING illustrates the false economy of cheapness quite so graphically as the pipe within your walls. Such a scene as pictured above is unnecessary when you consider that a small amount of foresight and a few additional dollars are sufficient to banish forever the menace of rusted pipe and damaged property.

Possibly you have yet to experience such a disaster; but unless you have guarded against it, corrosion is slowly but surely working in your piping, toward inevitable leaks and their accompanying expensive repairs.

Reading Genuine Wrought Iron Pipe costs but little more than steel pipe, yet its rust-resisting properties guarantee it a useful life equal to that of the house itself.

When you build or remodel specify the pipe that endures—and then see that it is marked "Reading."

READING IRON COMPANY
READING, PA.

World's Largest Makers of Genuine Wrought Iron Pipe

Boston    Dallas    New York    Cincinnati
Philadelphia    Pittsburgh    San Francisco    Los Angeles
Seattle    Chicago    Baltimore    St. Louis
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The Buildings of the Barnes Foundation at Merion, Pa.

Paul P. Cret, Architect

The Barnes Foundation is an educational institution in which is conducted research in art, more particularly modern art and its derivation from earlier art. As this research is made by study of actual painting and sculpture—as distinguished from study made from photographic reproductions of the actual examples—the buildings for the work of the Foundation consist of a museum or art gallery to house its collections, together with an administration building, service building, etc. These collections consist of numerous works by Renoir, Cezanne, Picasso, Matisse, and examples of the painting of every one of the "modern" school, as well as a very fine collection of negro sculpture from the ninth to the seventeenth centuries, with examples from the Sudan, the Ivory Coast, the Congo, and Gabon, as this art has had a large share in moulding the development of modern painting in France. But, unlike many buildings designed to house collections of paintings, the Barnes Foundation gallery is a windowed building—unlike the "blind" façades with long unpenetrated walls which indicate the hanging of pictures illuminated by top light. This gallery, therefore, does not give the usual aspect of an art gallery.

A study of the principal museums either in this country or abroad, and of papers published by museum directors in which their views on the ideals of museum construction are presented, brings out a wide range of conflicting opinions much more than it leads to a definite solution of the problem. There is, indeed, not a single subject on which the experts agree. Even on those points which, it seems, could be settled by experiment, one finds the most opposite views held and supported by plausible arguments. It is the case, for instance, for that most important question, the lighting of picture galleries, as well as for the intercommunication between the different rooms of a gallery, without mentioning those subjects on which personal tastes may well disagree, such as the proper amount of architectural decoration in the rooms, the color-scheme of the exhibition walls, etc. These contradictory views must be interpreted as an indication that, after all, the museum problem admits of more than one solution.

The very radical statements of the devotees of any particular scheme are so flatly contradicted by other authorities of equally good standing, that the ground is pretty well cleared for the planning on whichever lines are more particularly adapted to the needs of a given problem. We do not mean to suggest that nothing is to be gained by a careful study of national or foreign museums. Some points can be considered as definitely settled by general consent. However, it is mostly on questions of secondary importance that this agreement is to be found. If we are looking for a learned opinion on fundamental questions, such as the general scheme of interior arrangement from the point of view of the museum visitor, it is typical, for instance, that the extended inquiry of the commission sent abroad by the Boston Museum of Fine Arts should conclude from a visit to practically all the museums of importance, that the most pleasant to visit are the old Italian palaces, which were built for residence purposes and not for
their present use. A building of limited size, with a simple plan, comprising rooms with a sort of intimacy, may escape from that character that has earned for art galleries the definition of "cemeteries of works of art."

The theory of limiting the size of such a building is one that is gaining favor more and more among art lovers. It consists in assuming that such a number of rooms as can be visited without undue exertion are arranged and decorated in the best possible way. The collections are installed in these rooms. Then, as the years go by, and new acquisitions are made, a selection is constantly made, and the standard of excellence of the objects exhibited is raised, the best specimens being shown in the original suite of rooms, while the minor examples are put into storage rooms, where they are still available to the students of art or interested persons.

One advantage of this scheme is that it does not require constant enlargement of the building; another is that a gallery of small size, sheltering only material of high value, is always receiving better attention and fame than a more extensive collection, in which the necessarily limited number of good things is drowned in a flood of mediocre material.

In its general aspect the exterior of the buildings follows the style of the Italian Renaissance, and is of a pleasing color; it is made of stone of two kinds, both, appropriately
enough, imported from France, like the art contained in the building. The trim stone is "Pouillenay Brun," of a warm rosy color and granulated texture—a stone with distinct crystalline formation; the ashlar is of "Coutarnoux," a lime­stone, much warmer in tone than our Indiana limestone, almost yellow, in fact. Both stones are marked with irregular veinings of deep rust color; they are here used with a planed finish. The roofs of the administration and service buildings and the parapet of the gallery are tiled with un­glazed tiles.

At various places there are built in sculptural decora­tions by Jacques Lipshitz, also of the modern school in France, and the ironwork and other details give here and there a recall of the negro sculpture housed within. The semicircular loggia at the entrance is lined with "Enfield" tile modelled after the negro sculpture of the collections inside, bright in color, with Pompeiian reds, deep purple-blacks, picked out with glazes and enamels in red, green, yellow, black, and other primitive colors, against a background of pastel tan.

In addition to this entrance, where are the coat-rooms and stairs, there is a minor entrance under the portecochère connecting the gallery with the administration building. There are no corridors inside, circulation being through the exhibition rooms.

The exhibition rooms are interesting primarily, from what has been said before, from the effort to abandon the top-lighted room. Top-lighted rooms have in their favor that they provide a maximum of hanging space; but, like a good many efficient methods, they fail on some more subtle and no less important ground. For instance, there is no doubt that the aspect of such rooms is always gloomy; that on account of the height that they require to place their ceiling light in the most favorable condition, the height of wall

left above the single row of paintings makes the room look empty and dwarfs the painting, usually of a moderate size. Most of the experts agree, also, that direct light, coming from the side and high up, similar to the lighting of a painter's studio, is much better than light from the top, as it approxi­mates conditions under which the paintings were executed by the artist. Another reason why doing away as much as possible with the top-lighted rooms is desirable, is that the sky­lights of the roof give constant trouble on account of leaks, snow in winter, and concentration of summer heat in the room.

These rooms are therefore side-lighted, with two excep­tions only, the sills of the windows being a little over six feet from the floor; the result has been exceedingly successful both as to the cheerfulness of the room itself and its psycho­logical effect on the visitor, and as to the lighting of the paint­ings, for it has been found possible to hang paintings even on the window walls, below the sill of the window, the light diffused by the plaster ceiling being sufficient for this purpose. Sheer curtains are let down where windows face the sun, and these have been found satisfactory in keeping out the direct light of the sun but letting in enough diffused light to light the exhibits adequately.

The rooms have a treated burlap of warm putty color on the walls, covering the planking which serves for nailing the picture supports; above is sand-finished plaster, toned with flat oil paint; the trim is of oak. There is very little decoration, the decorative aspect of the rooms being secured mostly by the shape, proportion, and ceiling or vault. There are no interior doors. The heat is of the vapor-vacuum type, the radiators being placed under the windows and everywhere concealed.

As an experiment in the housing of a painting collection in side-lighted rooms, this building may be considered as a complete success.
THE REAR OF GALLERY.

PORTE COCHÈRE, BETWEEN GALLERY AND ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.

THE BARNES FOUNDATION, MERION, PA.
Paul P. Cret, Architect.
FIRST FLOOR GALLERY, SIDE LIGHTS.

LARGE GALLERY, FIRST FLOOR.

SECOND FLOOR GALLERY, TOP LIGHTS.

TILE WORK IN ENTRANCE PORTICO.

THE BARNES FOUNDATION, MERION, PA.

Paul P. Cret, Architect.
FORTY years ago in this country there were but two commercial terra-cotta colors, red and natural buff. The same year eleven hundred negroes began the construction of the Ponce Hotel, at St. Augustine, while they chanted in unison their sonorous plantation melodies; this was the beginning of polychrome terra-cotta architecture in this country.

Eighty-five years before that, De Porceleyne Fles, in Holland, survived the atrophy of the faience industry, which in the seventeenth century had boasted twenty-eight potteries of distinction, all of which applied a variety of colors to clay tiles.

In the sixteenth century Trevisiano was appointed royal architect to Henry VIII of England, and from then the Italian understanding of the decorative value of red terra-cotta and blue ceramics became the prototypes for similar Tudor ornament, in conjunction with soft red brick.

Twenty years before the death of Henry VIII, the third and greatest in polychromy of the Della Robbias, Giovanni (b. 1469, d. 1527) died, and when his three brothers died the art was lost to Italy and to the world.

Lucca di Simone di Marco della Robbia, grand-uncle of the great Giovanni, was born in Florence in 1400, and as he invented the industry of polychrome terra-cotta in Italy, and died there ten years before the discovery of America, it may be said truthfully that four hundred and three years passed before his influence was felt in America. Giovanni’s bas-reliefs are still the best examples of the art extant, although his knowledge of its science, his palette, and his apparatus were elementary.

Fifty-four years ago Mr. John H. Sturgis delivered a masterful and instructive address on the subject “Terra-Cotta and Its Uses,” at the Fifth Annual Convention of the American Institute of Architects, in Boston, the first recorded effort of modern times to revive the industry. Since then there has been produced more progress in the chemistry and the mechanics of the polychrome terra-cotta manufacto-

Baptismal font in polychrome terra-cotta of the Della Robbia school, showing the freedom of the material as a medium either for sculptural enrichment or for architectural duplication.

ries than in all the intervening ages since “the sons of Noah, journeying westward, dwelt upon the plains of Shinar and said: ‘Let us make bricks, and burn them thoroughly.’”

So, here is an industry, potentially superior to-day to its historic successes, lying fallow. Why is it neglected, undeveloped except sporadically, misapplied? One must be cautious in answering such a question; it is so easy to err when one’s conclusions are based upon the conflicting evidence upon this interesting subject. This is an age of commercialism; it is very difficult to get facts adversely affecting industrial competitors. Literature in the shape of propaganda must be scrutinized with care to read between the lines; the flavor of some such utterances must be taken with the proverbial grain of salt.

It seems clear in life that the actuating influences of mankind are but two in number, each equally potent. They are the natural laws of balance and of tradition. When applied to architectural polychromy, the latter influence has caused the hiatus in the fashion of coloring buildings, a common practice among the mighty builders of all time, unless one includes the centuries succeeding the classical revival of the latter part of the fifteenth century, and also the later buildings.
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of ancient Rome. The former law will swing the pendulum "back to normalcy"; for it is a fact that coloring buildings is a natural thing to do.

Professor Aitchison, R. A., in a series of delightful lectures upon this subject, before the Royal Academy, in 1903, aptly showed that every natural element has color and is made more beautiful per se; hence, he said: "It seems absurd to object to man's work being colored, too." But we are slaves to environment, and what Tom does generally determines what Dick and Harry shall do. It is easier to copy than to invent. Without good examples around one, exactly fitting the case of a current problem, the modern architect finds difficulty in persuading his client to blaze the trail anew.

It seems established that polychromy in architecture was an accepted practice among all of those great peoples of the ancient past who created what we call "architectural style." Professor Aitchison said: "The Egyptians, the Persians, the Assyrians, the Greeks, the Etruscans, the Chinese, the Japanese, the Mexicans, the Persians, the Arabs, the Moors, and Turks, all enriched their buildings with color; nay, I believe the Gauls, Germans, Scandinavians, the Goths, Huns, and Vandals did the same; and all that group of Western nations we call medieval made their buildings striking at least by the aid of color." It is doubtful if any of these peoples attained the beauty in the art of polychromy available to-day; it is certain that they could not do so in terra-cotta. Mr. L. V. Solon has recently shown that the


handicap of ignorance was no deterrent to a vigorous attempt by the Spanish Mexicans of the seventeenth century to advance the rightful use of durable terra-cotta colors as a pleasing method of elaborating architectural design: but, as he writes, "the technical resources of the potter of that day were very limited, amounting to nothing more than those practised in the peasant industries of Europe." They, nevertheless, had a virile sense of color, as did the continental rug-weavers of that day, and they would have aided the work of the modern terra-cotta manufacturer, owing to their original, serious, and masterful attempts to decorate unstructural elements of design with fresh and vigorous mosaics, bands, stripes, and diapers of ceramics and pieces of colored tile, had they known the methods of to-day.

To our modern Occidental minds such elementary attempts as theirs to beautify a building by the application of crude raw colors are unwarranted in art and wastefully expensive, but to-day such crudeness is unnecessary; who can deny that the "Parkhurst" Church, Madison Square, New York City, had charm in color? It was the first important building to use terra-cotta colors for almost four centuries. It so startled the modern architect, yearning for that durable color medium of decoration, that the industry took on an impetus which has revolutionized it. So far as I can learn, its advance has been greater in America than in any other country.

The Greeks of the Periclean age applied color skilfully from a fairly varied palette to the structural and decorated elements of all of their buildings. The many colors have been patiently restored and faithfully described by different archaeologists. They have established that practically all of the primary colors, if not all (some except green), in different shades and tints, as well as black, white, cream, flesh tint, purple, and browns of several sorts, were used with scientific skill in their chromatic importance, if not, as Professor Aitchison implied, in a manner which we of to-day would consider as pleasing as they did. The ancient Greeks used terra-cotta profusely, and indeed their kilns were close to many temples; but fired glazes were probably unknown to them. Their colors were, therefore, fugitive, mere traces remaining to-day. The palette of the Italian
polychrome terra-cotta architecture of the sixteenth century has come down to us without noticeable deterioration in intensity or texture, owing to their protective glazes, but the color-range was slight compared with that of the archaic ages, down to the fifth century, or that of to-day; the former would not have withstood great heat; the latter can withstand a sufficient heat to fuse their glazes.

In the year 1885 in the United States there were but two fired terra-cotta colors; to-day there are more than those required by the commercial demand. The first ambitious attempt to build in polychrome terra-cotta an entire architectural façade was the McAlinden hardware store building, at Perth Amboy, N. J., the bold prototype by Thomas Fox, architect, of the countless impressive structures throughout the country, such as the Madison Square Presbyterian Church (the Parkhurst Church), designed by McKim, Mead & White, architects; the Pan-American Union in Washington, by Albert Kelsey & Paul Cret, architects, and the Woolworth Building, by Cass Gilbert, architect. Until within a few months, there were decided limitations in the palette, and until within a few weeks the low-temperature reds, oranges, yellows, and metals were not available for out-of-door use, for they were not as hard as the countless shades and tints of every other common color, available after their permanent glazing in the higher-temperature kilns. Therefore, they were less durable. To-day, these low-temperatures colors are not only available, but every one of them is being used out of doors. Only time
will tell, however, whether they are as durable as the rest. While it is probably true that there are few colors or color derivatives which cannot be approximately matched in terra-cotta to-day, barring the limitations which glaze and texture produce in other mediums for decorative expression, the industry has not yet received its merited commercial demand; hence there is not yet the entire freedom in the mixing of pigments which obtains, for example, in the palette of the mural painter, or the “life” of a mosaic decoration, nor is the research yet warranted to vitrify them all. But to all intents and purposes of commercial architecture at any rate, it is fair to say that any color design appropriate to polychrome terra-cotta can be matched exactly by the best of our modern factories. Indeed, the condition of the art is such that it would justify our best sculptors to design for that medium of beautiful color expression.

Terra-cotta, or burned earth, is a clay, which shrinks to twelve-thirteenths of its original dimensions when fired at the tremendous heat needed to vitrify it. The heat required to glaze the high-temperature colors is greater than low-temperature colors can yet withstand, and no enamel has been produced which can protect them from it. Hence it is necessary to double-fire those pieces of polychrome terra-cotta which have a full range of color. As suitable kilns for that purpose are expensive and few, and as the demand has been small until recently, I think it is true that there are but two kilns in the country to-day capable of firing low-temperature colors applied to pieces of terra-cotta as large as those prepared for the higher temperatures. There is no reason except the lack of demand which prevents the erection and operation of similar kilns in all the best modern factories throughout the country, and there is no doubt that the demand will be manifested shortly, especially when sculptors, who object to small-piece jointing, become aware of the existence of the large kilns referred to and their actual present accomplishment.

Here, then, is at hand an industry, advanced as an art, a science, and a commerce to a degree greater than at any previous period of architectural polychromy, unique in its appropriate application, capable of higher development in colored sculptural architecture, distrusted, even ostracized, one might say, through the unwitting ignorance of two professions and one business—the ignorance of architects and mural sculptors concerning its actual present status and its potential possibilities, and the ignorance of the terra-cotta industry of the true demands of those professions. The illustrations of this article, being in black and white, cannot appropriately show the facility, adaptability, or advancement commercially of the industry; but it is hoped that they may help to stimulate investigation.
Another Year

ARCHITECTURE is intended to be a magazine of service, and our constant endeavor is to make it in the highest sense possible. Strive as we may, we unhappily find now and then that some of the things we hope will be of particular service seem to lack, to some of our readers, the qualities we fondly expected.

But editing a magazine is not an arbitrary one-man’s job. Not this kind of a magazine, at least. We are constantly dependent upon our readers for help, and needless to say to many of them we owe a debt of thanks for a number of the good things that have come to our pages during the past year.

If we could come and sit in your office and get the feel of being personally acquainted, we’d soon be able to convince you that we are far from the know-it-all editor sort. We are but the medium of exchange for your ideas.

We make mistakes, just like the rest of you, and when we do we are sorry and say things to ourselves that you probably wouldn’t like to say.

The added years make us want to paste an old saw in our hats. Knowledge is proud that it knows so much, wisdom is humble that it knows no more, or words to that effect; we haven’t our Bartlett handy.

With a circulation as large as ours, covering every state in the land, and going to many foreign countries, we are inclined to discount our own omniscience and give the other fellow the benefit of the doubt.

We try to make ARCHITECTURE for your benefit, giving in each of the twelve numbers something of real value to every one. If we had the space we might make every number just the one that especially met your needs; our problem is to spread the honey over each issue in such a way that at the end of the year you can look back over your files and find in one number, at least, the thing that pays you in practical returns many times over the modest cost of your subscription.

It is impossible to tell you what the menu will be during 1926, but we can say that we have a lot of good things in hand that deal with the intimate every-day needs of the profession, written by men who know what they are talking about.

We are especially anxious to have our readers in the Middle and Far West and South know that we are by no means an Eastern magazine. The Great Lakes are included in our geography, the big rivers of the Mid-West, the sunny country on the Gulf, where real estate is the big gamble, the wonderful Southwest, that is becoming more and more interesting architecturally, the coast from the land of sunshine and power to where rolls the Oregon.

No, we are not provincial, architecture is a universal art, and we are receptive to its manifestations wherever it seems worthy of notice. You can give us a helping hand now and then by telling us about some of the things you think we ought to know more about.

Please accept our grateful remembrances of every appreciative word we have received during the old year, yes, and for the knocks we have no doubt so justly deserved; we are, alas, but human, and to be that is to err, be it remarked again.

We sit here writing this, pouring it out on our convenient little portable, and as we write we can imagine the chimes that will ring the old year out, welcome the new, and we are conscious that old Daddy Time will set us back another one, and that life is mighty uncertain as the years gather about us. May we wish you—not as a mere matter of sentiment, but as the serious thought of one realizing the difficulties, perplexities, and discouragements we must meet—a year of greater wisdom, of good health, of the prosperity that all the wise predictors about the future of architecture are putting on record.

In Our Business Relationships

THERE is something reassuring in the evident appreciative attitude of great business toward the mere human relations that, after all, mean the success or failure of all business. If the more obvious mood of the day appears one of selfishness and indifference to the general welfare, it is perhaps because we do not always see beyond the surface or understand what is in the minds of the leaders of great modern industries.

We too easily overlook the fact that the successful man in large ways is by the very nature of his responsibilities prevented from coming in contact with minor units of an organization. His time and thought are spent in maintaining business at its highest degree of efficiency, not for his own profit alone, but for the welfare of those dependent upon his wisdom and foresight.

The successful man may easily become a very lonely man. We have been reading a recent address by President Gary of the American Iron and Steel Institute and some of the things he says seem to us especially appropriate as thoughts for the New Year.

"As men grow older they become more thoughtful of the best things in life; they realize more clearly that the successful man must appreciate more deeply the kindnesses which have been shown them; they appreciate the friendships which have been established, and they understand better than people of younger years do that in every department of human activities, of more importance than the making of money, the building up of fortunes, is the building up of character and the creating and cementing of friendships. These include business relationships as much as any other."

Winter Building

WHEN winter comes in these modern times, instead of construction stopping it seems to go on quite as actively as in the genial months. From statistics furnished by the George A. Fuller Company, covering a period of twelve years, the average loss of time a year on account of bad weather was only fourteen days!

In his recent address before the Building Congress, Alexander Trowbridge, president of the Architectural League, said that steam and electricity had made it possible to
carry on work without interruption all through the cold months.

Our neighbor to the north builds in a temperature far below zero.

“Canada has perhaps gone further than we have in winter construction, and in one case a whole building was erected when the temperature was 27 degrees below zero—one of the so-called mushroom types of reinforced concrete, in which the columns are carried up simultaneously with the floor. Tarpaulins were used in such a manner that the whole winter construction, and in one case a whole building was erected when the temperature was 27 degrees below zero.

The acme of this sort of construction was illustrated at the Lake Placid Club, when in order to carry on the work throughout the winter a wooden inclosure was built outside of the entire building. The same thing was done at Lake Louise in the Canadian Rockies, where the temperature goes as low as 40 and 50 degrees below.”

G. Richard Davis, contractor, said that his experience had been that there is no increase in cost connected with winter building, as there are practical ways of doing the work which will facilitate the final result of the construction.

That this means a tremendous advantage to the trades needs no stressing. Wages and work are no longer dependent upon weather, and there is employment possible all the year round.

Building and Labor Costs

HIGH wages that were for a time talked of as being a positive menace to building construction seem to have had practically no influence whatever on the development of the greatest era of building in the history of the country. There is nothing that can stop the tremendous demand for commercial and dwelling structures, and the cost that just after the war made many hesitate has been discounted by the high rents obtainable and the demand for speculative real-estate investments. No use to talk of what we used to be able to do, the thing is to accept present conditions and be prepared to go on with them indefinitely.

Wages in the trades were never so high and, strange to relate, building was never so prosperous or so in demand.

A recent statement regarding the minimum wage scales on the eight-hour basis gives the following earnings, estimated on a national survey:

Bricklayers throughout the country are receiving from $1 to $1.75 an hour; carpenters, 80 cents to $1.50; plasterers, $1 to $1.75; building laborers, 40 cents to $1.25; structural iron workers, $1 to $1.50; plumbers, 95 cents to $1.50; electricians, 73 cents to $1.50; lathers, 85 cents to $1.75; sheet metal workers, 75 cents to $1.431/4; painters, 65 cents to $1.50; stonemasons, $1 to $1.50, and hoisting engineers, 75 cents to $1.75.

What Is: Architecture?

RUSKIN’S definition was that “architecture is nothing but ornament added to building.” In a recent book, “Architecture,” by the late Sir Thomas Graham Jackson, Bart., R. A., Macmillan, appears the following definition:

“Architecture does not consist in beautifying building but, on the contrary, in building beautifully, which is quite another thing. The construction itself must be beautiful, irrespective of all ornament. To the definition of Architecture by Vitruvius, as ‘Building guided and directed by Reason,’ we only want to add the condition of beauty, and the inclusion of the aesthetic sense within the realm of Reason. As prose rises into poetry by the greater elevation of thought, the finer flow of language, the touch of sympathy, grace, and pathos, so does Building pass into Architecture with the superior grace of the main forms of the fabric, perfect expression of the conditions of the construction, and closer harmony between purpose and achievement. In a word—Architecture is the poetry of construction.”

And there you are. You will interpret the architecture you study in your own terms and the amount of poetry you find in it will depend upon your special training and temperament. The latter is largely an unknown quantity with which the so-called psychoanalysts are having a lot of fun.

To the average man in the street a building is a building, nothing more. If it is big enough, costs enough, is high enough, to make him stop a minute and take notice, the architect has achieved something, even though the name of the architect remain forever an unknown quantity.

According to Vitruvius, Architecture is a science involving much “discipline,” or mental training.

The “discipline” includes skill in drawing, in geometry, in arithmetic, some knowledge of optics, a wide acquaintance with history, and a diligent study of philosophy; to which he adds music, medicine, legal practice, astrology, and astronomy. Sir Christopher Wren might have qualified, but his was an extraordinary mind and his training quite beyond the possibility of most men.

The curious thing about all art is that some of the great things accomplished have been and always will be by men of very ordinary scholarship and little discipline in the way of general culture.

You may define and prescribe rules for the average man that may be helpful, but all the defining printable won’t make the artist. He is as surely born as is the poet.

The American Academy in Rome Competition for Prizes

THE American Academy in Rome has announced its annual competitions for Fellowships in architecture, painting, sculpture, and landscape architecture. These competitions are open to unmarried men not over thirty years of age who are citizens of the United States.

In painting and sculpture there will be no formal competition involving the execution of work on prescribed subjects, but these Fellowships will be awarded by direct selection after a thorough investigation of the artistic ability and personal qualifications of the candidates. Applicants are required to submit examples of their work and such other evidence as will assist the jury in making the awards.

The stipend of each Fellowship is $1,250 a year for three years, with some additional allowances for material and model hire. Residence and studio are provided free of charge at the Academy. All Fellows have opportunity for extensive travel.

Entries will be received until March 1. For circulars of detailed information and application blanks, address Roscoe Guernsey, Executive Secretary, American Academy in Rome, 101 Park Avenue, New York City.
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THE PRINTING-HOUSE OF WILLIAM EDWIN RUDGE, INC., MT. VERNON, N.Y.

George M. Bartlett, Architect.
ARCHITECTURE

ENTRANCE TO OFFICES.

THE PRINTING-HOUSE OF WILLIAM EDWIN RUDGE, INC., MT. VERNON, N. Y.

OFFICE WING.
LIKE an old English manor-house set in a garden, with green vistas of a park through the trees, is the printing-house of William Edwin Rudge, Incorporated, at Mount Vernon, New York. Here where the wooded Westchester hills slope to the tracks of the New Haven railroad, a printer who is imbued with the spirit of the old masters of his craft has built a workshop which combines utility and beauty and preserves in the midst of the bustle of modern life something of the old unhurried grace of the days when craftsmen loved their work and made the places where they wrought instinct with personality and charm.

Coming toward the printing-house on an autumn day through an avenue of flaming trees, my first glimpse was of a gray stucco end wall with a delightful chimney set between gables, a chimney of richly warm brick, as delicately modelled as a gothic tower, that lifted its perfect lines into the brilliant blue of the autumn sky.

The windows are adequate for light, but are subordinated to the rest of the design. There is no suggestion of the factory with rows of gleaming windows; but these deeply recessed openings with their dignified arches are pleasingly decorative features; and the wall in front, with steps leading up from the street, enhances the effect of seclusion.

The building is long and low and many gabled, of a soft weathered gray which blends with the landscape and is as restful as a tree. The arrangements are practical throughout—nothing has been sacrificed to effect; but technical knowledge and imagination have gone so happily hand in hand to the solution of this problem that the completed structure is a triumph of charm and personality and of fitness for the purpose for which it was designed.
The Alice Foote MacDougall Coffee Shops

In building up the Coffee Houses, it was Mrs. MacDougall's idea not only to serve the best coffee obtainable, but to serve it in an atmosphere of such restfulness that people would be more induced to take their coffee in her shops than in any other.

This was very largely influenced by the peacefulness and quiet of the Old World, the beauty of antiquity and the charm of Italian architecture.

When the 43d Street store was enlarged, in addition to the space already occupied, there was available a very narrow store with a mezzanine; and the architect treated this narrow store as an Italian street or court, so that one could step from the interior of the present Coffee House into the court, and from the court to the loggia or mezzanine. The decoration was carried out and especial attention was given to the lighting not only to get the effects of sunlight, but to have the light soft and subdued and as far away as possible from the glorified bathrooms which are specialized in some lunchrooms.

In the building of the 47th Street store there was an opportunity to duplicate a very charming piazzetta, and a complete façade of houses with windows, etc., was carried out to simulate the original piazzetta. In practically every piazzetta, or small plaza, in Italy, a church is a prominent feature at one end, and the show-windows were built up at the back to imitate a cathedral front, and by the use again of special lighting it was possible to give an excellent illusion and a complete rose window.

In the design of the latest store, at 46th Street, the architect utilized the mezzanine to build a replica of the famous Ponte Vecchio in Florence and the east wall is an exact copy of the famous Lungarno. The market place where china, glassware, coffees, teas, and cocoas are sold is copied from the famous Mercato Nuovo and people who have been abroad flock to the market place automatically to see what wares there are for sale. That people are longing for the charm, beauty, and color of the Old World, which here in America are more or less forgotten, is fully demonstrated by the fact that, starting with one small store in 43d Street, three years ago, containing about twelve hundred square feet, the company has expanded until it now occupies approximately fifty thousand square feet in four different locations, in the heart of the most populous district of New York City.

The public eye is appealed to by the picturesque, even if it is not conscious of the reason. Here there will be a scenic environment reminiscent of a leisurely little journey in Italy. The architect and decorator have succeeded in giving an effect of substantial truth to local color, creating an atmosphere of Old World somnolence and peace, at least in the environment. Perhaps this will have a beneficial effect upon the hurry-up Americans who will enjoy the hospitality of the place.
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MAIN FLOOR, TOWARD MARKET PLACE.
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"FIRENZE" COFFEE HOUSE (ALICE FOOTE MACDOUGALL), NEW YORK.

Designed by H. Drewry Baker. Scenic Artist, Frederick Sansevero.
THE MAIN FLOOR, TOWARD MEZZANINE AND STAIRWAY.

"FIRENZE" COFFEE HOUSE (ALICE FOOTE MACDOUGALL), NEW YORK.

Designed by H. Drewry Baker. Scenic Artist, Frederick Sansevero.
Acoustics—Sound Reflections

IIts Position of Importance in Every-Day Life; Acoustics Formerly a Gamble; Attacking the Subject Scientifically; a Definite Scientific Basis Established; Factors Governing Acoustics; Echo; Interference; Reverbemation; a Reverberation Problem Worked Out; Wire-Stretching; Other Fallacies

By George C. Hannam, M.E.

Sound Photographs made by Professor Foley, University of Indiana

TO the average engineer, the subject of acoustics does not loom large in the every-day matters of a practical world, but when it is realized that it is an important consideration in the design of practically every court-room, church, music-hall, theatre, auditorium, legislative chamber, bank, and even office building, the importance of a knowledge of the subject will be appreciated. Faulty acoustics might be found to be the real reason for the failures of some of the most capable actors, divines, and politicians, the world has never had a chance to know. Many a speaker and singer has been severely criticised, thereby suffering considerable loss of prestige, when the fault has been entirely due to the faulty acoustical conditions.

There are thousands of auditoriums in the world that are acoustic nightmares. The late Professor Wallace C. Sabine, of Harvard University, said that the reverberation which accompanies lofty and magnificent architecture increased until even the spoken service became intoned as a Gregorian chant, and that it is not going beyond the bounds of reason to say that in those magnificent churches in Europe, which are housed in magnificent cathedrals, the Catholic, the Lutheran, and the Protestant Episcopalian, the form of service is in part determined by the acoustical conditions.

Acoustics Formerly a Gamble

In the past, it has been customary in the vast majority of cases to design theatres, churches, and auditoriums in general, building them at considerable expense to secure strength, desired seating capacity, noble architectural lines, aesthetic illumination, wholesome ventilation, etc., and then gamble as to whether the acoustics in the resulting auditorium would be good or bad.

A Definite Scientific Basis Established

Before 1895 but little definite information was to be obtained by an architect on the subject. He was guided, in large measure, by his own limited experience or by studies made in existing buildings. The late Professor Wallace C. Sabine, of Harvard University, is to a considerable extent responsible for most of our knowledge on this subject to-day. He began his researches in 1895, and in 1900 published in The Engineering Record the results of his five years' work. This was the first real contribution on the subject, and due to the scope of the work and the fact that a mathematical basis was established, the former necessity of chance and guesswork was done away with. For eighteen years after the publication of this paper he continued his researches, following the programme of investigations there outlined.

The knowledge gained from these researches and from their practical application, augmented by contributions from other physicists, has made it possible to determine from the plans of an auditorium, with a knowledge of the materials of construction, what the acoustical conditions in the finished building will be, and to make such changes as might be necessary to overcome faults.

The simplest type of auditorium imaginable is a level plane with a single person as audience. In this case the sound spreads in a hemispherical wave, diminishing in intensity as it increases in size. If instead of one person there is a large audience, the intensity decreases more rapidly, due to the absorption occasioned by the clothing of the people. The upper part of the sound from the speaker in such an auditorium is entirely lost. The first improvement that suggests itself is to elevate the speaker. The next step is to have the ground or floor sloped so that each row of persons will be slightly elevated. Then, a wall should be placed back of the speaker to reflect that part of the sound toward the audience. We now have the design of the old Greek amphitheatres. With the addition of a roof to prevent the loss of the upper part of the sound waves, and the construction of galleries to elevate and bring further front part of the audience, we have the typical form of our modern auditorium.

Factors Governing Acoustics

The size and shape of an auditorium determine the distance travelled by the sound between reflections; while the materials used in the construction determine the loss at each reflection, for which reason it is possible for two rooms designed exactly alike to have entirely different acoustics. An illustration of this is the well-known case of Sanders Theatre, in Cambridge, and the auditorium of the Fogg Art Museum of Harvard College. Sanders Theatre is an old building noted for its good acoustical properties. When the Fogg Art Museum was designed, the architect was instructed to make the auditorium a replica of Sanders Theatre. It was taken for granted that similar design assured similar acoustical conditions. When the auditorium was completed every one was greatly surprised to find the acoustics almost impossible. As a result of the development of the subject since that time, the reason for the difference is well known. Sanders Theatre was constructed of comparatively soft materials. All seats were heavily cushioned. The other auditorium was of fire-proof construction. The change produced in the absorbing power of the various surfaces was mainly responsible for the difference in acoustical conditions.

Most people are acquainted with the wonderful acoustical conditions of the Mormon Tabernacle. From an acoustical standpoint the design could not be much worse. However, the building is constructed of wood, which has the highest coefficient of sound absorption of any building material, and it is due entirely to the presence of so much wood that the acoustics are satisfactory. The shape of the ceiling is responsible for the remarkable echo. A replica of this building with the use of hard materials would result in an acoustical horror.

If a sound be produced in an empty room, having exposed surfaces that are absolutely rigid, it will last almost indefinitely—that is, if we disregard the loss due to the viscosity of the air, which in practical cases is negligible. The sound will travel back and forth from one surface to another,
and if the surfaces are absolutely rigid, the original intensity of the sound would be maintained. Of course, no building materials are absolutely rigid. Taking an open window as being totally absorbent, and calling its coefficient 1.00, Professor Sabine in his researches determined the coefficient of sound absorption of most of the materials employed in building construction.

The coefficients of some of the more common materials are given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open window</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood sheathing (hard pine)</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaster on wood lath</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaster on wire lath</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaster on tile</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glazed tile</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three hundred and seventy-four artists submitted five hundred and twelve designs drawn, painted, and modelled in the International Art Competition for a symbol to express the service rendered by modern retailing as exemplified in the career and history of Lord & Taylor, which is the only department store in New York which has been in business under the same name for one hundred years.

The designs came from every section of this country as well as from England, France, Germany, and Austria. The list contains the names of art students competing with artists of established reputation. The Jury of Awards, of which Mr. Robert W. De Forest is chairman, found a high average of artistic excellence. It considered the competition unusual for the type of talent which it attracted, and it is not to be wondered at that American artists won the major prizes, because of their familiarity with the subject and their closeness to the scene. But the competition has demonstrated that American artists think clearly in terms of beautiful symbols—which is the highest form of art.

Following is a list of the prize-winners, together with the amount of the prizes:

**First Prize:** $1,000—Herbert F. Roese, New York City.

**Second Prize:** $500—Edwin A. Georgi, New York City.

**Third Prize:** $350—David Seaton Smith, New York City.

**Fourth Prize:** $150—Bertrand Zadig, New York City.

**Fifth Prize:** $100 each—Helen Cresson Collins, New York City; Albert Frank Fove, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Robert Ward Johnson, Paris, France; Marguerite Kumm, Minneapolis, Minn.; Joseph E. Sandford, Brooklyn, N. Y.

This competition was somewhat unique in the annals of commerce, since it was sponsored and organized for a department store by the Art Directors Club, one of the affiliated societies of the Art Centre, New York. The purpose of this joint effort was to bring the art world and the business world closer together; they spoke a common language through this competition, the character of which is attested by the following names of the Jury of Awards: Robert W. De Forest, chairman; William Jean Beasley, Heyworth Campbell, Joseph Hawley Chapin, Royd Cortissoz, John de Vries, Doctor John H. Finley, Jules Guerin, Paul Manship, J. Monroe Hewlett, Samuel W. Reyburn, Walter Whitehead.

**Housing-Essay Prizes**

In an effort to encourage better housing for intellectual workers, the International Federation of Building and Public Works, with headquarters at 17 Avenue Carnot, Paris, France, announces the organization of an international essay competition, for which Willard Reed Messenger, of New York, has offered $1,000 in prizes. The first prize will be $500; the second prize, $300; the third prize, $200.

Participants should submit their papers typed in French or English, not exceeding four to five thousand words, which may be accompanied by sketches, not later than January 15th, and prizes will be awarded the following month.

Papers should include the four following divisions, states the official announcement, just issued from Paris:

I. Administrative or legislative measures for facilitating the construction of houses intended for the middle classes, or intellectual workers.

II. Financial policy—loans, amortization, etc.

III. New construction methods intended to reduce the cost of building, together with sketches.

IV. Conclusions.

The data submitted and sketches must bear some legend or pseudonym, and be sent with an enclosed plain, sealed envelope, bearing only the legend on the outside, and containing enclosed the name, address, and profession of the competitor, which will be opened only after the winners have been selected by the jury of judges.

The jury will include at least two American members, three members will be named by the International Federation, and three by the French National Federation, and three members will be named jointly by these two organizations. The jury will choose its own president.

The subject of better housing for brain-workers was given primary consideration at the biennial congress of the International Federation, held in Paris in June, at which forty nations were represented, and to which President Coolidge appointed several American delegates.
THE PORTE CHENIZELLE, LAON.
Disguised by ill-fitting roofs, stray vines, and gaudy posters, punctured by unintended windows, and crowded on both sides by houses which have sprouted up on a level with it, this old gate still serves as one of the principal arteries of traffic in Laon.

DOORWAY OF THE TOWER OF THE ANCIEN HOTEL-DE VILLE, BOURGES.
The exterior of this old stair tower is bedecked with a Gothic richness seldom excelled in France. The spiral stairway is only partly expressed by the window openings. The blank window with the warlike figure carved in it disguises one of the main supports. The doorway suffered considerably at the hands of the Revolutionists. The entire building has been turned into a school-house within recent years.
From drawings by Samuel Chamberlain.
A DOORWAY IN LAON.

All that remains of a feudal estate is this flamboyant portal, now used by an energetic tinsmith. It is such an ingenious adaptation that one cannot help wondering what it once gave entrance to.

DOORWAY OF THE MAISON JACQUES COEUR, BOURGES.

As in so many of the Gothic buildings in Bourges, there is a human touch to this doorway, especially in the two upper windows, where there are the busts of two servants, supposed to be anxiously watching for the return of their master. The door itself is a massive and elaborate piece of wood carving.

From drawings by Samuel Chamberlain.
Adoption of Administration Centre Plans
by Los Angeles County

By Edward G. Leaf

RECOGNITION of the spirit of broad community service on the part of the Allied Architects Association of Los Angeles, and of the months of intensive study and research on the part of the organization in the preparation of a great administration centre plan for Los Angeles has been shown by recent action taken by the County Board of Supervisors in the adoption of the association's plan as the official plan toward the consummation of which the county will work in future years.

After ten months of study of the question of the most suitable, the most logical, and the most feasible plan for the county to follow, during which time other plans were received by the board and considered, a formal resolution was passed by the County Supervisors, adopting the basic principles of the Allied Architects' plan, and reserving only the right to make such changes in its execution as changed conditions in the future might require.

The action of the Board of Supervisors was unanimous, with not a dissenting vote. The resolution which made the plan of the Allied Architects Association the official county plan, sets forth the fact that within the next few years the county must erect at least five great administrative buildings: a new $10,000,000 court-house for the superior courts; a junior court-house for the municipal courts; a public-welfare building, an administration building, and an addition to the Hall of Justice. The latter building, just nearing completion, will be one of the largest public buildings in the United States, but the county finds that, even before possession is taken, it will be overcrowded, and a new wing is now being contemplated. The exterior, lobbies, and court-rooms of this structure were all designed by the Association.

The resolution of the County Board further states that it is essential that these great buildings be located so as to form a harmonious group; that the cost of placing these buildings in such a manner will be no more than placing them without reference to a plan; that any plan adopted must conform to the recommendations of the Los Angeles Traffic Commission; that each building must have a large open space around it; that sufficient parking space must be provided not only for county employees, but for citizens transacting business with the county; and that the contour of the land to be used for the administration centre must be taken into account.

All of these requirements are met by the plan of the Allied Architects Association, and "The Board of Supervisors of the County of Los Angeles does adopt and approve the plan in principle as submitted by the Allied Architects Association of Los Angeles, reserving the right to make such changes as time and future conditions may require." While the Allied Architects plan, when first presented, aroused some opposition owing to the large area which it included, the conviction has steadily grown among county officials, and among the public at large, that the plan is none too big when allowance is made for the fact that the creators of the plan looked to the future, when the population of Los Angeles city and county will be much greater than it is now, and when the need for many great public and semi-public buildings will require large areas of ground, if these buildings are to be placed in suitable and beautiful settings.

In general, the association plan calls for the acquisition by the city, county, State and federal governments of approximately fifty square blocks, immediately adjacent to the central business district of the city. Normally this land would be prohibitive in cost, but in this instance Los Angeles is favored as are few cities of the country. The area which the Allied Architects propose to convert into a great administration and cultural centre comprises a long, narrow, gently rising hill, once the fine residence district of the city. When the hill, known as Bunker Hill, was in its prime, the business district of the city clustered around its northern and eastern end. During the past twenty or thirty years the business district has gradually moved southward, and the residence district has moved westward, leaving the old north end, and the hill area in their wake. In recent years this area has deteriorated sadly; it has become a district of cheap business houses and tenements, with the attendant decrease in property values.

It is this property which the county proposes to convert into a great beauty spot in the heart of the city. The Bunker Hill section will become a magnificent park, en-circled by broad boulevards, and providing sites for buildings of a semi-public and cultural nature. The administrative buildings of the various governments will be located in the area to the east of the hill, adjoining the original plaza of old Los Angeles, and the historic plaza church, both of which landmarks will be carefully preserved and greatly beautified in a park-like setting.

Nearly a year was devoted by members of the association, which includes seventy practising architects of southern California on its roster, in preparing this plan. Movement of traffic through the area, parking of automobiles, proper vistas for the great public buildings, the boulevard system, design and composition: all of these subjects were given the most careful attention during the preparation of the plan, which, following its presentation, received the unqualified endorsement of many of the leading civic organizations of the city.

The actual economy of such a plan, ambitious as it seems at first thought, is also making a wide appeal, for, since the execution of the plan will be spread over a period of many years, the burden on the taxpayer will at no time be excessive.
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SHOOTING-BOX, EASTHAM, MASS.

H. R. Shepley and A. F. Law, Associated Architects.
INTERIOR DECORATOR'S SHOP OF JOHN R. HUMMA.

Albert M. Bedell, Architect.
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COTTAGE TYPE, SUBURBAN FIRE STATION, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.

Harvey P. Smith, Architect.
The Effect of Gravity on Building Construction

By H. Vanderzoort Walsh
Professor of Construction, School of Architecture, Columbia University

ARTICLE V
THE DAWN OF THE MORE EXACT KNOWLEDGE OF CONSTRUCTION

Men had, for ages, observed the results of stretching a string or pulling a lump of clay apart. They watched the string lengthen, as it was pulled tighter and tighter, and jumped when it finally snapped with a resounding whack against their hands. They also had been fascinated by the change in shape that took place as they pulled a mass of wet clay apart, for the middle of it would thin down like a waist, and then finally become so attenuated that it would part, and in each hand there would have a lump, resembling a tear in shape.

Then, they had noted how a soft thing could be flattened out by stepping on it, or crushing it beneath their heel. A round lump of dough could be squashed to a thin pancake. A poor fellow's foot that had been caught beneath the wheel of a rolling cart showed similar flatness. A bit of gold could be beaten out by continued blows of the hammer into very flat sheets, so thin that their breath would blow them away if they were not careful.

Men had noticed these things from the earliest days, but no one had stopped to consider what was happening, nor had any the slightest idea that there was anything important about it. It required a mind like Galileo's to ask questions about such things, and try to answer them. He was the first to picture a body that was acted upon by outside forces, as consisting of minute particles that resisted these outside forces by working together as a unit. If the body was pulled apart, then all of the little particles of which it was made were described by him as acting together to resist this pull, just as a group of men can be trained to pull together on a rope. If the body was crushed, the particles resisted this action like soldiers resisting the onslaught of the enemy in closed formation. He observed, too, that when a body was stretched, it grew longer before it broke, and would often return back to its original length when the pulling force was removed. In these days, when elastic bands are so common, we are continually observing this fact, for we know how they can be stretched, and yet how they will spring back into their original length if they are released for a moment. Galileo noticed that a body was lengthened as the pull increased upon it, and that a body shortened as the crushing load increased. We can hardly realize how tremendous an idea this was when it was first conceived. His work, describing his crude investigations along these lines, was published in 1638, and attracted no attention, and yet it was the seed from which our very thoughts, to-day, about mechanics of construction grew. It makes us realize that we often do not appreciate how some of the obvious ideas were once upon a time tremendous discoveries. It is hard to believe that Galileo was the first man to state clearly the fact that a force produces two effects upon a body, either changes its motion, making it move faster or slower, or deforms it by changing its shape. This seems so obvious to us after we have heard it stated that we can hardly realize the magnificence of the idea.

But because a few great minds were able to state such truths which men had neglected to notice, because they were so obvious, it is possible for us, to-day, to have some abstract picture of the force of gravity. We are not able to see this mysterious thing, but we are able to know of it by its effects upon buildings and objects that surround us everywhere. And these effects are that it will either make a body move or change its shape. If we drop a stone from the top of a tower, we know that the force of gravity is working upon it, because it moves downward toward the ground. If we pile a load upon the top of a wooden post, we will notice that it bends, like an old man, under the weight, and will finally break, if the load becomes too big, because we say the force of gravity is working to pull down everything to the ground, and since the post cannot move, its shape is changed.

We have learned to visualize this force as a pull upon every little particle of which the body is constructed, acting downward toward the earth. We know this because, if we drop some stones into a well, they will all fall in the same direction, parallel with each other, and splash in the water the same distance apart that they were when they were released at the top. If we suspend these stones by strings, the strings will hang in the path along which the stones would drop if they were released. It is from these strings that we can get our mental picture of a force having a line of action. And, then, we learned from Archimedes that there is a point in the middle of every body where, if a string is fastened to
it, the body will be suspended in equilibrium. This point is
called the centre of gravity. In addition to this, we have
established a measure by which we can say that this or that
body is pulled downward, this or that number of pounds.
And so by one idea added to another, we have learned to
recognize the force of gravity by its actions, although it still remains a mystery
to the eyes and ears.

Now Galileo had contemporary thinkers who were also making observations
about forces, and one of the most important of them was Simon Stevius, a military
engineer for Prince Maurice of Orange. He published a book at Leyden, in 1608,
called “Mathematical Memoranda” (this, of course, was given a Latin name), in
which he summed up his own researches and the common knowledge of arithmetic,
geometry, statics, optics, and fortifications of his day. In this book Stevius
describes, indirectly, a method of determining the action of forces, which we now
designate by the name, “graphic analysis.” He defined forces on a sheet of paper
by a line, the direction of which was the direction of the force. He then pic-
tured the result upon a body if two forces acted upon it, which were not parallel to each other, but
pulled off at an angle. In other words, he raised the ques-
tion in what direction will a body move if it is influ-
enced by forces acting out from the centre of a body at an
angle similar to the sides of the letter V. He did not an-
swer this question completely, but he did suggest the answer
close enough to be credited with the discovery. It was not
developed and stated as a principle until about ninety years
later, when Pierre Varignon set it forth in a paper before
the Paris Academy, in 1687. In the same year Sir Isaac
Newton published his “Principia,” in which he established
this new method of computing the action of forces from his
observations and theories of moving bodies. This prin-
ciple is now known as the “triangle of forces.” Newton
offered the idea that if a body in space were acted upon by
a pushing force, it would move in a straight line, but if at
the same time another force acted upon it, at an angle to
the first force, the body would take an intermediate course,
called the resultant path. This path was graphically
determined by first drawing a picture of the two forces. They
were represented by lines which symbolized their direction,
like a V outward from the body. Their magnitude was
described by drawing them to a certain scale which corre-
sponded to the number of pounds of their action. When
this unequal-sided V was drawn, a parallelogram was con-
structed with it by drawing another V upside down, joining
the open ends. Now Newton deduced from his three funda-
mental laws of motion, that the diagonal of this paralle-
logram was the resultant path along which the body would
move when acted upon by the two forces. Its length also
was the magnitude of the resultant action of the two forces
along this line.

But Pierre Varignon, in his book, states this in a much
simpler way. Many of our modern text-books on mechanics
have copied his statements, and it is well to know some-
thing of what he says. Therefore we are giving here an in-
terpretation of one of his diagrams.

The body marked \( A \) in the diagram is acted upon by
two forces, suggested by the two hands with pointed index
finger. One of these forces pushes the body along the line,
on new brick. There are, however, thousands of buildings
number of torrid summers. By testing these bricks, when
ence to absorption and freezing and thawing. Practically
in this country in which brick has been subjected to the
all tests that have been made heretofore have been made
or methods of laying the brick, influence the strength of the
vary considerably. It has been found that different bonds,
the physical requirements for each purpose could readily
rain-walls, party-walls, fire-walls, and piers vary universally,
locality and suitable to appropriate conditions of use.
selection of the different grades of brick common to each
of the collective units when assembled under actual service
they are available, a knowledge of how freezing and thawing
is really affected brick might be obtained, and this
information used as another basis on which to interpret the
results of laboratory tests and arrive at a conclusion which
will be substantiated in actual practice.
Take as a well-known example Independence Hall,
Philadelphia. This building has been subjected to over a
hundred and fifty winters of freezing and thawing and the
bricks are apparently in perfect condition. It is not known
how laboratory tests might have classified these bricks, but
they might not have indicated this wonderful life and service
rendered to date with apparently centuries yet to go.

Swedish Architecture

THE exhibition of drawings of Sweden by the eminent
Swedish architect, Ferdinand Boberg, at the Brook­
lyn Museum, will continue until January 11, 1926.

Some of Mr. Boberg's work is shown in the book re­
cently published by Charles Scribner's Sons on "Modern
Swedish Architecture," together with important work by
other Swedish architects.

Announcements

The office of Arthur W. Angel, Architect, is now
located at 3400 East Fifth Street (Fifth and Lorena), Los
Angeles. Former address, 3404½ Whittier Boulevard.

Felix P. McKenna, Jr., and Thomas H. Irving beg to
announce the formation of the partnership of McKenna and
Irving, Architects, 15 Park Row, New York City, to con­
tinue their practice of architecture. They will give the same
undivided attention to all ecclesiastical work entrusted to
them as they have conscientiously done in the past when Mr.
McKenna was practising his profession in partnership with
Elliott Lynch and Mr. Irving was managing the New York

For a Better Knowledge of Brickwork

D. KNICKERBACKER BOYD, architect and member
of the firm of Boyd, Abel & Gugert, Philadelphia, is
chairman of the Committee on Promotion of Knowledge of
Brickwork of the American Society for Testing Materials,
and is therefore especially fitted to discuss brickwork.

According to Mr. Boyd, any requirements for an indi­
vidual brick should be based upon the performance expected
of the collective units when assembled under actual service
conditions in the form of a wall or pier rather than upon the
performance of the unit itself, and then such requirements
should be workable and elastic enough to provide for the
selection of the different grades of brick common to each
locality and suitable to appropriate conditions of use.

As bricks are used for foundations, bearing-walls, cur­
tain-walls, party-walls, fire-walls, and piers vary universally,
the physical requirements for each purpose could readily
vary considerably. It has been found that different bonds,
or methods of laying the brick, influence the strength of the
wall to a great extent. All of these things and many others
must be fully studied and considered before a specification­
al requirement can be considered final. Comparatively few
tests on walls have been made and many more are needed.

There is one factor which seems to have great bearing
on the interpretations of laboratory tests of brick in refer­
ence to absorption and freezing and thawing. Practically
all tests that have been made heretofore have been made
on new brick. There are, however, thousands of buildings
in this country in which brick has been subjected to the
rigors of a hundred and more severe winters and an equal
number of torrid summers. By testing these bricks, when

The Increasing Use of Color and Varying
Wall Textures

AMONG the many things which go to make a house in­
dividualistic is color. Home builders and architects
have long realized this fact, as has been demonstrated by
our continued use of color on frame houses. We painted to
preserve the exterior of our houses, but we also used color
because of the distinction and air of difference such painting
gave our homes. It is only natural, then, that color in
stucco houses should show development.

In the stucco house, the entire exterior surface is sus­
cceptible to color treatment. The relation of the color of the
wall to the color of the roof, and to the setting of the house,
are important. Through this use of color we give our home
an air of belonging to its site, give it an expression of our
own personality, accentuate the architectural beauty of the
structure.

But, unlike houses of other materials, use of color does
not exhaust the possibilities of treatment in the stucco house.
Combined with this wide range of color is textural treat­
ment. By the use of the steel trowel, the wood float, the
carpet or burlap covered block, even the hands, an almost
limitless variety of surface textures is possible.

Walls can be given lights and shadows, reliefs and tones
through a manipulation of the stucco coat. There are
delicate, concise textures, for the small cottage or bungalow,
and there are also bold, sweeping textures for the large or
rambling home. These various textures can be intimately
incorporated with the architectural style of the house.

To-day we are not surprised to see stucco houses of
pink, buff, green, red, black, even blue, and all the inter­
mediate shades and colors. Whole districts of stucco houses,
containing almost every conceivable color for houses, have
sprung up over the country. And without exception there
is no color or note to mar the beauty of the whole.

Yet even here the possibilities of stucco color and tex­
ture have not been exhausted, for these colors, these tex­
tures, these lights and shadows are permanent. There is
no need for annual freshening, no cause for worry because
of fading colors, no expensive maintenance, for with Port­
land cement stucco these features are as permanent as the
concrete dams, bridges, and buildings which dot the country.

New conceptions of home beauty have come into being
with this growing use of colored stucco. Color and texture
in stucco have brought into favor architectural styles long
considered impossible of transposition. This movement
ward more diversified architecture has brought forth Eng­
lish, French, Spanish, Italian, and many other Old World
styles of home architecture, and not only for large and pre­tentious homes, but for the smaller cottage and bungalow
these styles are now being adopted. The result has been an
increased beauty, more livableness, greater fire safety, and
more permanent homes.
For Your Information File—

These six pattern sheets have been prepared to give architects an idea of the all-round adaptability of floors of cork composition tile.

Each sheet reproduces eleven standard colors in which Treadlite Tile is made; shows three attractive examples of how the various colors of individual tiles may be combined; and illustrates a typical installation.

The architect will find this series of color sheets useful in many ways. It will help him to clarify his thoughts on floors and to visualize accurately how various combinations of Treadlite Tile look when installed. It will give him something tangible to show clients who have to be informed on the idea of artistic, colorful floors. It will help him to choose or create suitable floor designs for interiors requiring decorative floors.

We will be glad to mail you a complete set of these useful pattern sheets. Working specifications on Gold Seal Treadlite Tile are also available, if you wish.

BONDED FLOORS CO., INC.
New York * Boston * Philadelphia * Cleveland
Detroit * Chicago * San Francisco
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"A Protection from Noise, Dirt and Accident"

The statement invariably made by building managers, where Ideal Elevator Door Hardware is installed. Ideal equipment possesses many exclusive features which contribute toward lower installation costs; greater ease of operation; greater safety, cleanliness and quiet; and lower maintenance. Write for a demonstration and full information on this superior equipment.

A. M. Gutterson, Manager, The Prince George Hotel, New York City, says:

"The central yet quiet location of this 1,000-room hotel is a feature that appeals particularly to our guests. Naturally, we make every effort to avoid all unnecessary noise inside the house.

"Richards-Wilcox elevator door hangers and closers insure our guests freedom from the annoyance of noisy, banging elevator doors. This equipment was installed 8 years ago on 64 doors and has rendered the most satisfactory service. Ball bearings, and an even distribution of weight which prevents sagging, result in doors that operate easily and quietly. Moving parts are covered, excluding dirt which would result in excessive wear, and protecting passengers and operators from dropping oil or grease. The door closers function effectively; and with the adjustable liquid checks, give us doors that close rapidly, yet without banging.

"The Inter-Lock feature cuts off all power from the car by breaking the circuit as soon as a door starts to open. This is the most efficient safety device of its kind that we know about, for it absolutely prevents starting a car until the door is entirely closed. Having only one switch for each shaft prevents trouble. These features make a substantial yearly saving for us in liability insurance premiums.

"The perfect operation of our R-W equipment not only contributes to the comfort and safety of our guests, but also saves us money. But little maintenance is required and repairs are almost never necessary."

Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co.

"A Hanger for any Door that Slides.

AURORA, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

New York Boston Philadelphia Cleveland Cincinnati Indianapolis St. Louis New Orleans Chicago Minneapolis Kansas City Los Angeles San Francisco Omaha Seattle Detroit Montreal - RICHARDS-WILCOX CANADIAN CO., LTD., LONDON, ONT. - Winnipeg

Please mention Architecture in writing to manufacturers
The Leanto Adjoining the Garage

With a Southern side available, the two bench Leanto against the garage has three distinct advantages. It is more economical to build than an even span house of same width. The protection of the garage from North winds makes it easy to heat. The one heating plant can take care of both, with very little additional fuel.

The row of frames along the greenhouse can also be heated, giving an equivalent of another compartment for growing the plants requiring less heat and attention, and for starting plants for early Spring setting out.

As for growing efficiency, the Leanto is entirely satisfactory for general uses.

This is number ten of a series of studies, each done in lino- graph by Vahan Hagopian. Every six months reprints of the preceding studies will be mailed to all who send their names.

Lord & Burnham Company
New York: 30 East 42nd Street
Chicago: Continental Bank Building
Detail of Terra Cotta windows, Palazzo Municipale, Piacenza, Italy, erected in 1281 A.D.

THE DURABILITY OF TERRA COTTA

In 1281 A.D. the Palazzo Municipale was erected in Piacenza in stone, brick and Terra Cotta. The Terra Cotta architraves start from the stone base, enclosing a series of similar windows throughout the entire facade and are in perfect condition after six hundred and forty-three years exposure.

Modern Terra Cotta in its perfected scientific process of manufacture retains all the durable properties of the earlier product. The problem of a corresponding durability rests in its appropriate structural relation with other materials under the differing principles of present day construction.

NATIONAL TERRA COTTA SOCIETY

19 WEST 44th STREET NEW YORK, N.Y.
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At last—wiring specifications entirely simplified

1. You simply copy from the Data Book the G-E Wiring System specifications for the particular class of house you are building—noting any additions or exceptions. Every piece of material needed in a complete wiring system is pictured in the book, and you get exactly what you are ordering without going into tiny technical details.

2. The contractor, guided by a Data Book that is a companion to the architects', bids on exactly what you order—and presents the bid on a new G-E Proposal Form that you can read at a glance.

3. You get truly competitive bids—on materials of highest quality—all guaranteed by General Electric. And the house you are planning is wired to the highest satisfaction of your client.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

A. I. A. File No. 31c
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CHICAGO will soon have another great hotel—the new Bismarck, now building. Rising eighteen stories and planned for the later addition of eighteen more, the Bismarck is an integral part, together with an office building and a theater, of a greater structure which occupies an entire city block in the heart of the “Loop.”

The Bismarck’s 492 built-in baths are of Kohler make and “Viceroy” pattern—a not undeserved tribute to the beauty and excellence of this ware, and, more particularly, to the exceptional quality and uniform, immaculate whiteness of the Kohler enamel.

KOHLER CO., Founded 1873, KOHLER, WIS.
Shipping Point, Sheboygan, Wis. · Branches in Principal Cities

KOHLER of KOHLER Plumbing Fixtures
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WHAT IS NEW

IN MANUFACTURERS' SALES LITERATURE

Architects and every one interested will find here the latest and most up-to-date information on building equipment. These publications may be had by addressing SERVICE DEPARTMENT, ARCHITECTURE, 957 Fifth Avenue, New York, or by addressing the companies listed below, in which case please mention ARCHITECTURE.

A. C. HORN COMPANY

A handsome new book, the finest of its kind, has been published concerning Keramik. It shows a group of color plates and takes up in detail description of Keramik and Horn's Water-Proofing.

PLATE GLASS MANUFACTURERS OF AMERICA

"The Low Cost of Dignity and Beauty?" is the title of a booklet just published by the Plate Glass Manufacturers of America. The booklet shows by means of photographs and text the added architectural distinction achieved by the use of plate glass. An added feature of interest to all architects and builders is a glossary of terms used in specifications for plate glass.

MANHATTAN TERRAZZO BRASS STRIP Co.

This concern has now established its new plant and offices at 155 East 82dth Street, New York.

NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS ASS'N

A survey of five houses in residences, prepared and made public by Robert Rock, president of the Longacre Engineering & Construction Company, New York. This survey covers many sections of the country and is perhaps the best of its kind that has been compiled up to this time.

PUBLIC RELATIONS, INC.

A new circular says: "It has been estimated that if one-third to one-half of the corners of medium-priced homes in the $5,000 to $10,000 class would insulate against the escaping heat units, their collective saving, at present prices of anthracite and bituminous coal, would be the interesting sum of $45,000,000 to $70,000,000 annually."

INDIANA LIMESTONE ASSOCIATION

"Cleaning a Stone Building with Steam" has lately been issued in conjunction with the Department of Commerce.

"COLD WEATHER MORTAR"

This new bulletin has just been issued by the National Lime Association. It describes the kind of mortar necessary for winter construction.

"THE MONOGRAM"

This very interesting house organ published by the Vendor State Company for use in detailing and illustrating of columns or the new Catalogue B-47.

CRANE COMPANY

The "Valve World" for December contains a contribution on the "Accuracy in High-Temperature Testing of Materials."

DU PONT TONTINE SHADE CLOTH

An interesting booklet and group of samples are available to the profession.

GENERAL ELECTRIC WIRING

The literature for the profession includes: "Data for Electrical Contractors," "Specification Data," "Special Electrical Data and Specifications for Architects."

STRUCTO SLATE

"Structural Slate in White or Any Color" is a new booklet published by the Structural Slate Co.

"SILENCE IS GOLDEN"

This catalogue explains the theory and practice of the Stevens System of Sound-proofing.

OIL BURNER BULLETIN PUBLISHED

A 28-page booklet, thoroughly covering the methods and procedure in oil-burner testing wherever the burners are fired under boilers or in warm-air heating plants, has just been issued by the American Oil Burner Association, New York. The bulletin discusses such theoretical considerations as are needed for the practical application of the methods and procedure given, which apply for both industrial and domestic burners.

HOME COMPLETE EXPOSITION

The Indianapolis Real Estate Board has published its plan for the Fifth Anniversary Exposition, April 1-17, 1926.

METTOWEE STONE

A unique and beautiful rock furnished exclusively by the Vendor Slate Company for use in garden-walks, terraces, porch floors, and interior flooring of all kinds. Their circular entitled "In the Garden" illustrates numerous installations of "Mettowee Stone."

STANDARD PATTERNS IN FLOORS

The Norton Co. are publishing a series of separate pages of standard body and border patterns of their ceramic mosaic floors.

"TRIANGLE NEWS"

This interesting house organ contains an article by A. C. Borner, A. I. A., in its November issue on "What One Architect Thinks About Our Stand on Fair Boiler Ratings."

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

"The Progress in Eliminating Waste" has recently been issued.

STUDIES IN POLYCHROMY

"Atlantic Terra Cotta" contains this article, dealing with sculpture, by Leon V. Solon.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION

The "Report of the Technical Research Committee" was issued a short time ago.

AMERICAN ZINC INSTITUTE

The latest issue of "ZN" contains an interesting article by W. R. Ingalls on "Zinc, Its Present Position and Prospects."

U. S. GYPSUM CO.

Special booklet presenting over 70 designs including the 28 award winners in the recent Structo Contest will be sent to architects.

LORD & BURNHAM

Reprints of the studies in lithograph by Vahan Hageopian will be sent on request.

DAILSTROM DOORS

Several pieces of valuable literature, prepared particularly for the profession, will be sent on request.

CRESCENT CORN TILE

United Cork Companies have issued a folder describing their products.

"KELSEY ACHIEVEMENTS"

This book is chock full of pertinent information for the architects' files.

"ARMSTRONG'S CORK TILE FLOOR"

This booklet illustrates the floors in color and contains complete specifications.

H. B. SMITH BOILERS

"Guaranteed Heating Satisfaction at a Minimum Cost" is just off the press. It is a timely discussion of boiler ratings.

VENTILOURE CO.

The new catalogue on the Panelouvre is a wasy and should be in every architect's hands.

TANGLOUT AIR FILTER

The Cooling Tower Co. has recently issued a circular on their new air filter.

NEW YORK BUILDING CONGRESS

A newly issued statement reproduces the speech of J. L. Eyssenmann, delivered recently before the Congress.

WHAT IS AHEAD?

"What Is Ahead, More or Less Building?" takes up a survey of construction conditions. It is published by the Upson Company.

ELECTRICAL DRIVES FOR POWER PLANT AUXILIARIES

Electrical Drives for Power Plant Auxiliaries, a very opportune subject, is the title of a circular, recently issued by the Industrial Department of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.

HARTMANN-SANDERS

Catalogue B-47 of columns or the new Catalogue B-51 of Colonial entrances will gladly be sent on request.

EXTERIOR LIGHTING FIXTURES

Architects will find in this book complete information regarding exterior fixtures, produced by Smues-Royer Co.

BOOKLET L-242

G. L. Miller & Co. in this booklet tell how the Miller plan of financing operates.

WINDOWS FOR SCHOOLS

"Austral Steel Windows for Schools," published by the International Casement Co., is of decided interest to architects.

UNIVERSAL SAFETY TREATS

A new booklet explains the qualities and application of these treats.

BOYLE'S BAYONNE CLOTH

Sample book "I" gives the architect the opportunity of examining Boyle's Bayonne Roof and Deck Cloth.
WHERE Quiet Is Necessary

WHAT could be more distracting to the reader’s attention than flapping shades and direct drafts! On the ordinary window the resistance of the shades to the incoming air causes them to flap and tear. On the AUSTRAL WINDOW separate shades are attached to the upper rail of each sash, making it impossible for them to become loose. Shades may be adjusted at any point, cutting off direct rays of light but allowing free ventilation without draft.
Why H. B. Smith Boilers are "Business Insurance" at the Princeton Inn

A
N
INEFFICIENT heating plant in a private house causes money loss through wasted fuel, but the owner is not likely to move away even if he does have to stand a few chilly days.

On the other hand, an inefficient heating plant in a Hotel or Inn not only causes money loss through wasted fuel but may cause guests to depart in search of warmer rooms, resulting in a serious loss of business.

The secret of efficiency in a heating boiler is in having enough Fire Surface and in Proper Rating. H. B. Smith Boilers are scientifically designed so that every square inch of fire surface is presented as advantageously as possible to the fire. And every H. B. Smith Boiler is so Rated that there are enough square inches of Fire Surface to absorb at a comparatively low temperature the required amount of heat.

It is this combination which insures the comfort of guests and the profits of the owners of the Princeton Inn, at Princeton, N. J.

To help architects and heating contractors acquaint their clients with the economical necessity for a fairly rated boiler (and this helps them to overcome the competition of the over-rated boiler) we have recently issued a 32-page booklet, "The Truth About Boiler Ratings." This booklet contains such a simple, common-sense explanation of this phase of heating that, after you have read it, you will want every one of your prospective customers to read it. Just fill out the coupon below and we will be glad to send you a copy with our compliments.

THE H. B. SMITH COMPANY

Sales Offices and Warehouses at:

WESTFIELD  BOSTON  NEW YORK  PHILADELPHIA  CLEVELAND

THE H. B. SMITH COMPANY
Dept. F-14, Westfield, Mass.

Send a copy of your new booklet on Boiler Ratings to:

Name.................................................................

Street............................................................... City............................................

State..................................................
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SOMETHING NEW FOR ARCHITECTS

"They Are Very Good Looking"

TAPERED Ambler Asbestos Shingles

Specify "ENGLISH THATCH" when ordering

Specify "ENGLISH THATCH" when ordering

Roof Illustrating Rough Type

They Are as Good as They Are Good Looking

TAPERED Ambler Asbestos Shingles

Specify "COLONIAL" when ordering

Specify "COLONIAL" when ordering

Roof Illustrating Smooth Type

These two types of fireproof tapered AMBLER ASBESTOS Shingles are "the last word" in Ambler Asbestos Shingles or roofing Slates—are tapered from $\frac{3}{8}" upper end to $\frac{1}{2}" at butts, are artistic, with plenty of "texture", light and shadow effects, are fireproof, good looking and everlasting.

They are made by the AMBLER ASBESTOS COMPANY, at Wyndmoor, and sold by the

ASBESTOS SHINGLE, SLATE & SHEATHING COMPANY
AMBLER, PENNA.

Please mention ARCHITECTURE in writing to manufacturers
Above is pictured the new style of Aero Radiator—the 4-column pattern. It was developed to meet the needs of medium sized rooms and office buildings.

This new Aero has the beautiful, graceful, slender lines and the high warming efficiency, that is characteristic of all Aero Radiators.

For more than three years this only complete line of the newest and most approved style of radiation has proven entirely satisfactory to Architects everywhere.

Yet probably the most attractive feature is "All styles of Aero Radiators sell only at the cost of standard radiation."

**National Radiator Company**

**JOHNSTOWN, PA.**

PLANTS: Johnson, Pa.; New Castle, Pa.; Trenton, N. J.


Please mention *Architecture* in writing to manufacturers.
BRIXMENT FOR PERFECT MORTAR

The architects who specify BRIXMENT exclusively for mortar are growing in number each day. They know that writing BRIXMENT into the specifications predetermines maximum and uniform strength, architectural charm and real economy. They know that BRIXMENT mortar is the one mortar that combines to such a high degree all the essentials of the best, most enduring masonry. BRIXMENT does not fade mortar colors, does not scale or pop and grows stronger with age. Especially adaptable to winter use. Interesting handbook and list of prominent BRIXMENT buildings on request.

LOUISVILLE CEMENT COMPANY, Incorporated, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

BRIXMENT

Please mention ARCHITECTURE in writing to manufacturers
ATTRACTION! PERMANENT! ECONOMICAL!

STRUCTURAL Slate is ideally suited for any architectural plan, Stairways, Toilet Enclosures, Shower Stalls, Urinal Stalls, Caps, Bases, Wainscots, Floors, Fireplaces, etc., etc., of Slate will outlast any building. And especially remarkable are its sound economies. Write for Slate data—Detailed Drawings and Specifications prepared for the Architect.

STRICTURAL SLATE
Manufactured by
THE STRUCTURAL SLATE COMPANY
140 ROBINSON AVENUE PEN ARGYL, PENNSYLVANIA

Please mention Architecture in writing to manufacturers
Putting SAFETY into the Elevator Landings of the Modern Office Structure

PRECAST Alundum Aggregate Slabs were used for all elevator landings in the Buhl Building, Detroit. In this installation an attractive green hue was obtained by using green Alundum Aggregates, dark green marble chips, and a green colored cement. The slabs were cast in one piece and average 4'8" x 13" x 1½". In the quarters of the Guardian Trust Company in this building Alundum Aggregate Treads and Platforms were used on the stairway leading to the vaults. The treads and platforms are of an attractive cream color secured by combining cream Alundum Aggregates and Botticino marble chips with a yellow cement.

NORTON COMPANY WORCESTER, MASS.
NEW YORK CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA
DETROIT PITTSBURGH HAMILTON, ONT.

Buhl Building, Detroit * Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Architects
Dyckman McGonigle Company, General Contractors

NORTON FLOORS
Alundum Tiles, Treads and Aggregates

Please mention ARCHITECTURE in writing to manufacturers
JACKSON BRONZE WINDOWS

Jackson windows are made of solid bronze—built not partly but wholly of this enduring metal. They are furnished in either the casement or double-hung type, in any size.

Our catalog may help you. Ask for it.

Wm. H. Jackson Company furnished the bronze windows as well as the wrought iron entrance gates

Residence William W. Cook, New York City
York & Sawyer, architects
Wm. H. Jackson Company manufactured the bronze windows as well as the wrought iron entrance gates

Simple Engineering Problems for Architects

By DeWitt Clinton Pond
Author of "Concrete Construction for Architects"
and "Drafting-room Mathematics"

Is a little book that will help you solve some of your perplexing problems. It is a book for the architect, for the draftsman, for the classroom. $1.50 net.

Charles Scribner's Sons Publishers New York

Please mention Architecture in writing to manufacturers
Casements

ANY type of house can have the beauty and convenience afforded by Lupton copper-steel Casements. With 48 standard sizes to choose from, you can employ just the window treatment you wish, and still hold down the cost.

The smaller sizes of Lupton Casements have proved very effective in residence design, as they increase the scale of the elevation in which they are used. Many builders find Lupton Casements cheaper to install than old-fashioned sash, because the steel windows require no weather-strips nor wood trim.

You should have a copy of Lupton’s new catalogue C-122, which shows all standard sizes and typical applications. Write for it today. Address any office.

DAVID LUPTON’S SONS COMPANY
Allegheny and Trenton Aves.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Atlanta  Buffalo  Dallas  Newark
Baltimore  Chicago  Detroit  New York
Boston  Cleveland  Los Angeles  Pittsburgh

Lupton Casements are the hallmark of modern, progressive construction

LUPTON CASEMENTS of COPPER-STEEL

Lupton Casements contribute much to the sylvan charm of this cottage

Lupton Casements may readily be used in any type of construction

Lupton Casements give abundant daylight as well as dignity of appearance

Lupton Clipped casements here make a really small dwelling seem spacious

Lupton Casements may be used in any type of architecture; Lupton Casements are better suited than any other windows

Please mention Architecture in writing to manufacturers
The Roof Must Be Good!

CITIZENS BANK
Lodi, Calif.

4-ply Carey Built-Up Roof used
Designed and built by Davis-Heller-Pearce Co., Architects, Engineers, Constructors

THERE can be no compromise in the quality of the roof you put on a building of this character. No excuses will go.

And you can make sure — as so many other architects are doing — by covering such a building with a Carey Built-Up Roof.

No matter what the type of building, there is a Carey roof that will provide the best possible protection. Ask for the new Carey Specification Book. It gives all the facts in workable detail.

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY
513-533 Wayne Ave., Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio

A Roof for Every Building

Please mention ARCHITECTURE in writing to manufacturers
The file folder is made of standard weight enduring stock, in size and printing in accord with the adopted standard of The American Institute of Architects. Both it and all sheets carry the Institute's file number.

A series of 12 subjects covering sash operating problems for ventilation

The series will cover in photographs and working drawings 12 different sash operations, covering requirements for banks, schools, churches and power plants.

To those who send us the coupon below we will send a standard American Institute File Folder containing the first six of the series, followed by six more.

If you wish more than one set for office use, feel free to ask for them.

Kindly use the coupon.

Lord & Burnham Co.
Irvington, N. Y.

Representatives in All Principal Cities

Lord & Burnham Co., Irvington, N. Y.
Kindly send me your American Institute File Folder with first six Ads. of Series.

Name

Address

Please mention ARCHITECTURE in writing to manufacturers
CHURCH morale is oftentimes invigorated, interest revived and membership increased by new furnishings correctly conceived. Our designers co-operate with architect and church in planning special work of this nature or in developing memorials of carved or cabinet character in wood.

Our brochure, Ars Ecclesiastica, showing many beautiful creations from our studios mailed upon request.

A MANUAL OF OFFICE PRACTICE

By

FREDERICK J. ADAMS

should be in every architect's office

It represents years of practical experience in the office of McKim, Meade & White.

It will help you to systematize your business and make things go more easily.

$1.25 net

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS • PUBLISHERS • NEW YORK
Detroit Graphite Company
DETROIT, U. S. A.

DEGRACO PAINTS
All Colors for Your Particular Needs

Superior Graphite Paint—for the prevention of rust.
Sta-White—Interior white paint that stays white.
Degraco Wall Finishes.
Building Paints in all colors.
Brick & Concrete Paints.
See Sweet’s Catalogue for specification data.

Offices and warehouse stocks in all principal cities

NOTHING BETTER

Than Rackle Arstone can be specified for such churchly interiors as this one. Columns, arches, windows—these are all beautifully executed in the material which has made the Rackle name known for 55 years. Economical, attractive, permanent. Catalogue on application.

The Geo. Rackle & Sons Co.
Cleveland :: Ohio
Established 1873

Interior View, St. Andrew’s Church, Akron, O.
Feinert & Brooker, Architects

Please mention Architecture in writing to manufacturers
Lost to public attention; and lost with it is its name and prestige. Because some one failed to floodlight, this building is doomed to be lost 365 nights in the year.

Make your buildings live in the minds of the public. Keep their names in prominence by Floodlighting. And for the utmost in floodlighting, as well as for economy's sake, specify MAJOR EQUIPMENT.
STANDARD ELECTRIC TIME

"STANDARD" of the Nation for over one-third of a century.

Efficient triangular revolving grates—Standard equipment for all THATCHER Round Boilers

SOLD, INSTALLED, AND SERVICED, under a system which insures absolute satisfaction.

Specifications or Engineering Data gladly furnished Architects.


THE THATCHER COMPANY
Formerly Thatcher Furnace Co.
Since 1850

Efficient triangular revolving grates—Standard equipment for all

THATCHER
Round Boilers

Are you specifying THATCHER?
Illustrated catalog on request.

Please mention Architecture in writing to manufacturers
How To Keep Out Heat In Summer and Keep It In in the Winter

MINERAL WOOL
Indestructible — Fireproof — Verminproof

The desirable qualities of Mineral Wool have long commended it to architects for INSULATION—SOUND PROOFING—VERMIN PROTECTION. It is moderate in price and easily applied.

UNITED STATES MINERAL WOOL CO.
280 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK

For MAUSOLEUMS and MONUMENTS

We wish to call the attention of architects and sculptors to the merits of EXTRA FINE GRAINED BLUE-WHITE WESTERLY GRANITE
Quarried by SULLIVAN GRANITE COMPANY WESTERLY, RHODE ISLAND
Send for booklet

Hess Snow-white Steel Cabinets are unequalled for their fine workmanship and for the beautiful satin-like enameled finish, hand rubbed like the finest furniture. Used in high class apartments, hotels and homes everywhere.

Samples submitted without charge.

See Sweet's Index; or write for booklet and prices.

HESS WARMING & VENTILATING CO. Makers of Hess Welded Steel Furnaces. 1224 S. Western Avenue, Chicago

Please mention ARCHITECTURE in writing to manufacturers
BUILD WITH ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA

These illustrations show a handicap we met with in the early part of the year 1925. Not very inspiring to prospective customers! However, this handicap has been overcome, and, Phoenix like, we have emerged from this fire, and in the place of these ruins there stands a new FIREPROOF building, more fully equipped with efficient apparatus than ever before, making it possible for us to furnish better service than at any period of our thirty-eight years of manufacturing experience.

Subsequent illustrations will show our present HOME, with all its new buildings and latest and up-to-date equipment and facilities, all of which tend to exemplify our standards of QUALITY and SERVICE. We would suggest that the place to buy is from a place that can’t burn. That’s our present condition.

CONKLING-ARMSTRONG TERRA COTTA COMPANY

Sales Office
410 Denckla Building

General Office and Works
Wissahickon Ave. and Juniata St.

McKEOWN
"Lattis-Trusses"

used in
Round Hill Land Corporation Riding Ring
Greenwich, Conn.
Theodore E. Blake, Arch., N. Y. City

Economy of Erection
Efficiency of Construction
Assured Clear Floor Space
Unequaled Roof Construction
are outstanding features

McKeown Bros. Co., Inc.
Established 1894
Contractors and Engineers
Builders and Erectors of Wooden Latticework
112 W. Adams St. 21 E. 40th St.
Chicago New York

Please mention ARCHITECTURE in writing to manufacturers
The "Where" and "Why" of some important 1925 Installations

"Where"
Fort Worth Club, Ft. Worth, Texas; Annapolis Apartments, Washington, D.C.; Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, La.; Santa Fe Terminal, Dallas, Texas.

"Why"
Because Wagner Hangers, Closers, and Electric Safety Interlocks, insure the easy, certain, safe operation of every elevator door.

Wagner Manufacturing Co.
Cedar Falls, Iowa

For Safer, Better Sewage Disposal
SAN-EQUIP SEPTICS

Sold and installed by the plumbing dealer

Material—Heavy gauge Copperoid Iron—Welded.
Durability—Rust-proofed by pure mineral enamel.
Design—Follows U. S. Public Health Service. No failures.
Delivery—From nearby Jobbers or warehouse stocks.
Capacity—Small Home to Large Groups.
Price—$5 to $64 for Home sizes. 16c. to 18c. per gallon for larger capacity systems.

Sweet's Catalog
p. 1681

CHEMICAL TOILET CORP.
890 Free St.
Syracuse, N. Y.

Ask for Plan Sheets

Swee's Chemical Toilet Corp.

Makers also of San-Equip Waterless Toilets
Why Architects Specify

King

GREENHOUSES

Architects specify steel frame curved eave King Greenhouses because of the liberal co-operation of the King engineers; because of the superior construction and workmanship; and last but not least, the lifetime satisfaction which King Greenhouses give to their clients.

Write for our booklet on private construction, "A Few Suggestions."

When you think of good greenhouses, think of "KING"

KING CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

General Offices: North Tonawanda, N. Y.
Phone Tonawanda 234
NEW YORK CITY
14 N. Sixteenth St.
Telephone Granite 874
PHILADELPHIA
14 N. Sixteenth St.
Telephone Granite 874
BOSTON, MASS.
24 Huntington Ave.
Telephone Back Bay 3255

SCRANTON, PA.
207 N. Irving Ave.
Telephone Scranton 2-6080
CLEVELAND, OHIO
Hipppolite Bldg.
Telephone Clover 2582

Planning to Save Space and Money in the Kitchen

For the new hotel, club, hospital or institution you are planning, kitchen arrangement is of vital importance. You can save space and insure economy and efficiency in washing tableware by specifying the Autosan Dish and Silver Cleaning Machine. The Autosan cuts labor costs, saves time and minimizes breakage of china. Exclusive efficiency features account for its tested economy. It is COLT product in all that the name implies. May we send you our Architects' Packet, illustrating methods of planning efficient dishwashing installations?

COLT'S PATENT FIRE ARMS MFG. CO.
Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

Please Your Women Clients

There isn't a housewife living who wouldn't choose Aglites Porcelain Enamel Units for her home if she had the opportunity. You can do for her what she would do for herself if she knew how appropriate Aglites are for bathrooms, kitchens, nurseries, laundries, etc. Win the lasting good will and friendship of your women clients by specifying Aglites.

There is no other unit made quite like Aglite. A patented concealed screw collar holds the shade in place eliminating all dust-catching screws or projecting metal parts. Cleaning is merely a matter of wiping with a damp cloth. Aglites' permanent, porcelain enamel finish is guaranteed not to tarnish, check, peel or discolor. And we make a type suitable for every need.

Let us send you our new catalog which describes Aglites in detail. This catalog is furnished bound or loose-leaf with A.I.A. Folder. A card will bring you either immediately. No obligation.
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For the ARCHITECT who discriminates
THE MANHATTAN "TWIN ANCHOR BRAND" BRASS DIVIDING STRIP

"The Strip without its Equal"

will solve the TERRAZZO Floor problems for him.

Let us send you samples of the various sizes and our bulletin prepared especially for the architect's office.

MANHATTAN TERRAZZO BRASS STRIP CO., Inc.
155 EAST 128th STREET
(Formerly Manhattan Machine and Repair Co.)
NEW YORK CITY

We use "Anaconda" Brass only, specially prepared for us. This assures you quality.

GOOD WORK IS RECOGNIZED AND APPRECIATED BY THOSE WHO KNOW
OUR PHOTO-ENGRAVINGS APPEAR IN "ARCHITECTURE" AND OTHER HIGH GRADE PERIODICALS
ELECTRO LIGHT ENGRAVING CO.
409-415 PEARL STREET, NEW YORK

ERKINS STUDIOS
Established 1898
Designs and estimates furnished for gardens and garden ornaments.
Catalogue sent on request
254 Lexington Avenue at 35th St.
New York

If you haven't received a copy send for one
A Catalogue of Art and Architectural Books
Published and Imported by CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS

the W Irving Forge, inc.
Hand Forged Colonial Hardware
Made at our own forges from authentic originals in our own museum
Write us or visit our showrooms. 423 Madison Avenue, New York City. Forges at 326-328 E. 38th St.
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SAMSON SPOT
SASH CORD

M A D E of extra quality stock, carefully inspected, and guaranteed free from imperfections of braid or finish. No loaded centre to increase weight and decrease wear.

SEND FOR CATALOG AND SAMPLES

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

3/4 Horse Power Century Repulsion-start Induction Single-Phase Motor
A Motor You Can Forget

Century Repulsion-start Induction Single-phase Motors—widely used on household refrigerating machines, pumps, compressors, oil burners and similar apparatus—are practically self-maintaining for at least a year.

1. The Century Wool-yarn System of Lubrication assures proper lubrication for at least a year's continuous service—without rolling.

2. Filtering properties of the pure wool yarn used in the Century Wool-yarn System of Lubrication prevent dust, dirt and flying particles from reaching the bearing surfaces.

3. Bearing housings are closed—so nearly dust tight as it is possible to build them.

4. Bearings are made from the highest grade cast phosphor bronze with machine-cut figure-8 oil grooves—large enough for lifetime service—accurately machined to micrometer dimensions.

Built in all standard sizes from 1/4 to 40 horse power—temperature rise not more than 40° Centigrade.

CENTURY ELECTRIC COMPANY
188 PINE ST.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
For More Than 22 Years at St. Louis

Please mention ARCHITECTURE in writing to manufacturers
THE water wheel, one of the oldest power devices known to man, is today serving the double purpose of utility and beauty. No matter what size the stream, there is a FITZ STEEL WATER WHEEL in suitable size, width and capacity to harness the power and to furnish electricity and pump water for all parts of the estate.

The Fitz Water Wheel Company
Hanover, Pa.
1-X-L Steel Overshoot Water Wheels, Mill Gearing, Pulleys, Steel Flumes, Forebays, Burnham Turbines

THIRTY-FIVE years of specialization have given us a wealth of information which may be of value to you when preparing plans.

Sedgwick Hand Power
DUMB WAITERS and ELEVATORS for All Purposes

Write for "Request for Estimate and Details Form 136."

SEDGWICK MACHINE WORKS
140 WEST 15TH STREET NEW YORK
Manufacturers of the "Invalid Elevator"

ARNOLD & NORTH
Incorporated
124 East 41st Street New York
Reproductions of Early American and English Mantelpieces and Fireplace Accessories

HATHAWAY MILL, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
The above illustration is a portion of one of the largest cotton mills in the world. On each of the 15 saw-tooth divisions are installed three 24-inch "GLOBE" VENTILATORS which provide a continuous exhaust of sixty-five thousand cubic feet of air PER MINUTE under the low wind velocity of less than five miles an hour, about one half of the average wind velocity of the United States.

Their reliable performance under all conditions and their long life with no upkeep expense have made "GLOBE" Ventilators a recognized standard for nearly half a century.

Catalog, blue prints giving full dimensions or working model on request to
GLOBE VENTILATOR CO. Dept. A TROY, N.Y.
Rough Going

On boats that ride the seas under the fiercest weather conditions, BOYLE'S BAYONNE ROOF and DECK CLOTH has proven absolutely durable and "sea-worthy." This tough quality in its fabric has attracted architects to specify it outright. Write for sample book "L" and examine the material, bearing in mind that it requires no white lead bedding, but is simply laid on dry boards and given a coat of paint.

JOHN BOYLE & CO., INC.
Established 1860
112-114 Duane St. New York 76-72 Reade St.
Branch: 1317-1319 Pine Street, St. Louis

Concrete Anti-Freeze and Accelerator
"R.I.W." Quick-Done

The primary purpose of this material is to hasten the initial and final set of portland cement construction without weakening its tensile strength. "R.I.W." Quick-Done is also used extensively to prevent the freezing of concrete and cement masses, an invaluable asset in winter.

TOCH BROTHERS
ESTABLISHED 1848 INCORPORATED 1922
Technical and Scientific Paint and Varnish Makers
110 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK
Works: LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

Please mention Architecture in writing to manufacturers.
Some Books About English Furniture and Decoration

ENGLISH FURNITURE, DECORATION, WOODWORK AND ALLIED ARTS

During the Last Half of the Seventeenth Century, and the Whole of the Eighteenth Century, and the Earlier Part of the Nineteenth Century.

By T. A. Strange
Illustrated. Quarto. Net $10.00

OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE

By J. T. Garside
Lecturer on the history of furniture and decoration at the Polytechnic, Regent Street, London.

A view of its Characteristics from Tudor Times to the Regency for the Use of Collectors, Designers, and Students.

A new and interesting series of handy guides to the characteristics, forms, and details for the recognition of old furniture in England.

DIVISION I,
the Oak Period, 1500-1630. With numerous illustrations from the author's measured drawings and sketches, and from photographs:

In preparation

DIVISION II,
Walnut or Late Stuart Period, 1630-1720.

DIVISION III,
Mahogany or Middle Georgian Period, 1720-1770.

DIVISION IV,
Satinwood or Late Georgian and Regency Periods, 1770-1820

Octavo. Each, Net $3.75

THE DICTIONARY OF ENGLISH FURNITURE

By Percy Macquoid and Ralph Edwards

With introduction by H. A. Taylor Tipping

This work, to be issued in three volumes, will form the only complete and exhaustive study yet published of English Furniture from Medieval Times to the end of the reign of George III, and of the craftsmen engaged in its development. Numerous colored plates and upwards of 400 photographic illustrations. Alphabetical arrangement.

Folio. Three vols. Each, Net $35.00

Charles Scribner's Sons, Publishers
New York
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The ARCHITECTS' Choice

There must be good reasons why many leading firms of architects specify the Lutton V-Bar Quality Greenhouse.

One of the main reasons is that the Lutton V-Bar construction admits so much more sunlight, which means quicker and more luxuriant growth. Then, the manner of cushioning the glass, allowing for expansion and contraction, makes breakage almost impossible. The workmanship throughout is of the highest quality, a guarantee of maximum durability and minimum cost of operation and maintenance.

Visit a Lutton Greenhouse with its patented V-Bar construction and see how scientifically and beautifully it is built; then, as to its satisfactory performance, “Ask a Lutton Owner.”

Our cooperation—plans, suggestions, and specifications—yours for the asking.

Wm. H. Lutton Company, Inc.
270 Kearney Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
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Metal is a Stubborn Fighter

You know how severe are service conditions in the average shop or school toilet. Indifferent, slam-bang treatment may put wood partitions in a down-at-the-heels, unsanitary, unsightly condition. But metal will stand up and fight—hard knocks and abuse make little impression on it.

Most people, when they say metal, think of SANYMETAL, which exemplifies all that is strong, staunch, and clean in the way of a metal partition.


THE SANYMETAL PRODUCTS CO.  
1705 Urbana Rd.  
Cleveland, O.

Sanymetal
Toilet and Office Partitions

WEATHERBEST Stained Shingles

for SIDEWALLS

There is a growing appreciation of WEATHERBEST Stained Shingles for sidewalls—16-in. lengths with 7½-in. exposure and 24-in. lengths with 10-in. or 11¾-in. exposure. Cost less than ordinary siding and much less than other sidewall materials. WEATHERBEST Stained Shingles are made only of 100½ edge-grain, red cedar shingles.

Write for color photogravures showing different WEATHERBEST Homes and set of color samples on wood.

WEATHERBEST STAINED SHINGLE CO., Inc.  
80 Main Street, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

Build in Complete, Instant Waste Disposal!

The better the home you erect, the more reason it should have this final touch of thoughtfulness for the comfort and convenience of the women of the household.

The Kernerator, though it costs but little to build in (and nothing at all thereafter) makes waste and garbage disposal the easiest task in the kitchen.

No Fuel Required—No Upkeep Cost

All waste—garbage, sweepings, tin cans, broken glass and crockery, paper, and the like—dropped through the handy hopper doors, falls to the brick combustion chamber, where an occasional lighting (no gas, oil, wood, coke or any fuel) is all that’s needed. Metallic objects (tin cans and the like) are flame-sterilized for removal with the ashes.

See Salesmen's, 1926, Pages 195-199, or write KERNER INCINERATOR COMPANY  
721 East Water St.  
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Rolling Partitions
Colling overhead or to the side
Subdividing floor space practically and economically

Wilson Rolling Partitions make it possible to hold small or large meetings as occasion demands.

They have been in continuous use for many years in thousands of churches, schools and public buildings.

They are substantial and attractive in appearance and are adaptable to old buildings as well as new.

Write for 40 page descriptive catalog No. 1 giving details, dimensions, etc.

The J. G. Wilson Corporation
Established 1876
11 East 36th Street, New York City
Offices in all principal cities

KINNEAR Steel Rolling Doors
work easily and quickly which saves valuable time every day, whether run by hand, mechanically, or by motor. Accidental damage to a few slats can be easily repaired by the replacing of new ones. Compact in construction, travelling only in a vertical plane, they make possible the greatest saving in floor space. Made to fit the building.

Write today for Illustrated Catalog. Our Engineering Department is at your service for unusual problems — our branch offices insure perfect installations.

The Kinnear Mfg. Company
660-670 Field Avenue
COLUMBUS, OHIO
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Quality is a Story that Bears Repeating

More and More VENUS PENCILS are used

Each year more artists, architects, engineers and draftsmen use the VENUS Pencil because they want the best tools for their trades.

Each year more business and professional men buy Venus Pencils because its smooth, non-crumbling leads mean quicker, easier pencil work and less outlay in the long run.

Pick a degree that exactly suits your purpose.

17 Black Degrees
3 Copying
For bold, heavy lines 6B-5B-4B-3B
For writing, sketching 2B-B-2H-3H-HB
For clean, fine lines 2H-3H-4H-5H-6H
For delicate, thin lines 7H-8H-9H

Plain Ends, Per doz. $1.00
Rubber Ends, Per doz. $1.20

VENUS ERASERS
Made of special gray (non-discoloring) rubber of highest quality. Superior to all others for cleaning drawings, etc.

At Stationers and Stores throughout the world

American Lead Pencil Company
232 Fifth Avenue, New York

VENUS PENCILS
The largest selling Quality Pencil in the world

To the Architect providing for BAKERY EQUIPMENT

THIS CATALOG IS INTENDED FOR YOUR FILES

Write for It

It has been our privilege to co-operate with leading Architects of this Country in the matter of laying out Bakery Departments in Hotels, Hospitals, Institutions and Bakeries, and we will gladly furnish, free of charge, to any Architect, our standard layout and specification sheets.

READ MACHINERY CO.
YORK, PENNSYLVANIA

It's Waterproof

In addition to possessing qualities of beauty and permanence, Halicomp is waterproof. And it is the combination of these features that makes it the ideal floor for bathrooms and kitchens in homes or institutions, and rooms and halls in public buildings of every kind.

The name Halicomp in your specifications insure a guaranteed floor installed by experts.

HALICOMP
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ADAMANTILE

For all floor areas where decorative or harmonious color schemes are desired, the architect can express in ADAMANTILE nearer the exact reproduction of his mental vision than in anything else in tiles.

Durable * * Beautiful in design ** Clean ** Economical ** Improves with age ** Has a smooth non-slippery surface.

Send for our book of designs.

NATIONAL FLOOR TILE COMPANY
MOBILE, ALA.

Jacobson Mantel and Ornament Company

322-4 East 44th Street,
New York

ALSO COMPOSITION ORNAMENTS FOR WOODWORK

LOUIS GEIB
ARTHUR F. WINDOLPH
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With over forty years of elevator experience, under the same management backing each Kimball Elevator, we are in a position to build, install and guarantee Kimball Elevators.

Kimball Machines are correctly designed, assembled and installed by experts.

A proof of the advancement of this company is the STRAIGHT LINE ELEVATOR DRIVE. This machine has been given most severe tests over a period of years and is now being installed in clubs, hotels, office buildings and hospitals throughout the country.

There is a Kimball Elevator built for every requirement

Write for information of this type machine

KIMBALL BROS. CO.
1119-27 9th St. Council Bluffs, Iowa

KANSAS CITY DULUTH
DETROIT MINNEAPOLIS
SOUTH BEND DENVER
ST. LOUIS SALT LAKE
CLINTON DALLAS
DES MOINES OKLA. CITY
NEW ORLEANS FORT SMITH

A DELIGHTFUL BOOK and A USEFUL ONE FOR—
THE ARCHITECT, THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT, AND THE GARDEN MAKER

ART
OUT-OF-DOORS
HINTS ON GOOD TASTE IN GARDENING

By
MRS. SCHUYLER VAN RENSELERAER
New and Enlarged Edition
$2.50
CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS
PUBLISHERS NEW YORK
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Briar Hill
Variegated Sandstone

This detail illustrates both the beauty of Briar Hill Ashlar and the wonderful adaptability of this stone to cutting and carving.

Its easy working qualities make possible a wider range in form and texture than would be practicable with a harder stone, while in durability it compares with any.

And the warm colors will grow more beautiful and mellow with the passage of time.

Write for samples or further information.

The Briar Hill Stone Company
Glenmont, Ohio

See our catalogue in “Sweet’s”
KING
Take-Apart Adjustable Hinge

SPRING is just ahead! Warm weather will soon be here and with it, the demand for garden tools, lawn sprinklers, and screen door hinges. (KING TAKE-APART ADJUSTABLE SCREEN DOOR HINGES).

There is no other hinge like the King. Its trim appearance and popular price help sell it but downright satisfaction keeps it sold. Order your season’s stock now and be sure to have it in time for the early trade.

The KING Take-Apart Adjustable Hinge is made in four types—full and half surface, ball and plain tip. Simple, strong all-steel construction insures long life and freedom from ordinary hinge troubles. The oil tempered steel spring is easily and quickly adjusted to the right tension for any door. The Take-Apart feature allows the door to be taken down at the end of the season without removing any screws.

Here is an idea that will help increase your hinge sales this spring. When you sell a customer a set of King hinges for his screen doors, suggest an extra set for his storm doors. King hinges are standardized and the parts are interchangeable so the storm doors can be hung without fitting extra hinges.

Note—King hinges are also widely used on laboratory and wash room doors in public buildings.

Like all A-P products, King hinges are packed in excellent cartons that save shelf space and prevent lost parts. Easily packed for reshipment to customers.

See our ads. in Sweet’s Directory.

ALLITH-PROUTY COMPANY
Manufacturers of
Fire Door Hardware, Door Hangers, Spring Hinges, Garage Door Hardware, Overhead Carriers, Rolling Ladders.

DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
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The New Electric Bath Room Heater of Distinction

This new electric bath room heater is of the convection type. It warms a large volume of air, and keeps it circulating, thus effectively warming the entire room.

Write for circular A

The Prometheus Electric Corp.
356 West 13th Street
New York

Who'll Design These Hotels?

There can be a modern hotel in any community that really needs it. It's merely a question of financing.

—and this corporation, the financial sponsor of a hundred modern hotels that stretch from coast to coast, can quickly provide the necessary funds.

The Financialist, a monthly publication devoted to the subject of community hotel finance and which tells how other architects and communities have solved their hotel problem, will be sent gratis to inquiring architects. Ask that your name be placed on our complimentary architectural list, "T-L."

The Hockenbury System, Inc.
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
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Some Other Interesting Installations of Linotile Floors

Colonnade Restaurant, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sinton Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.
H. C. Stryk Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Lexington Leader Co., Lexington, Ky.
Columbia Hospital, Wilkinsburg, Pa.
American Loan & Trust Co., Detroit, Mich.
Cadillac Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.
Breakers Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J.
Oppenheim, Collins & Co., New York City.
Quaker Ridge Golf Club, Scarsdale, N. Y.
The Winchester Store, Providence, R. I.

The ticket office of the Dollar Steamship Company, 614 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y., is floored with 1400 square feet of Linotile dark green and light gray, eight-inch square tile with 3/8-inch white joints.

"Public Service" Includes Comfortable Floors

Business organizations serving the general public find that Linotile floors help materially to make their offices cheerful, inviting and comfortable.

A Linotile floor is not only exceedingly attractive in appearance and almost noiseless, but its resilience, comfort underfoot and non-slippery surface never fail to elicit many favorable comments.

Furthermore, Linotile stands the wear. It is surprisingly tough and gives remarkable service even in front of counters where the traffic is heaviest. It is not readily stained or marred, is easily kept clean, and needs no varnishing or refinishing.

A sample of Linotile and a copy of the book, "Linotile Floors for Public and Semi-Public Buildings," containing full information and specifications, will be sent on request.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company
Division of Armstrong Cork Company
150 Twenty-Fourth Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Also manufacturers of Armstrong's Cork Tile
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"A fine building—who's backing him?"

The answer is important for your clients

"Who's backing him?" This question is often asked when ground is broken for some new building which is to improve a business or residential section. The answer is of tremendous importance to the owner—the architect—the prospective tenants—the community at large.

Sound, constructive financing of an apartment house, hotel or office building is necessary to successful completion and occupancy. Without it—the future is full of danger.

There can be no doubt about the carrying out of the architect's plan when a building is financed by G. L. Miller & Company. All over the country prominent and successful office buildings, hotels and apartment houses testify to the soundness of the Miller Plan. It has placed at the command of many an owner the financial assistance of men and women in all walks of life—who are glad to invest in Miller Bonds.

The Miller Plan of Financing offers the following advantages:

1. Periodic disbursements are made as the building is constructed.
2. Building is sufficiently financed at the outset.
3. This financing is secured by a first mortgage on the land and building.
4. Convenient payments, out of income from the completed structure, take care of interest and reduce amount of indebtedness.
5. Financing is no more, and frequently less, expensive under the Miller Plan. No shopping for money. No renewals of short-term mortgages.
6. Best type of building is produced. The architect's ideas are carried out.
7. By the simple operation of the Miller Plan, the owner is relieved of the worrisome details of the ordinary loan.

Does one of your clients need $250,000 to $1,000,000 to make his building dreams come true? We are ready to place at his disposal any amount from $250,000 to $1,000,000 and more, which will be secured by a first mortgage on land, building and equipment. Recommend the Miller Plan to such an owner. The details of this modern method of building finance are explained in "The Miller Plan." Write for Booklet L-203 today.

G. L. MILLER & CO.
INCORPORATED

Northern Headquarters—30 East 42nd Street, New York City
Southern Headquarters—Hurt Building, Atlanta, Ga.
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Specialized Lighting Service

"Pittsburgh"
Silvered REFLECTORS
STAY BRIGHT

FOR many years we have specialized in Cove Lighting and Show Window Lighting. This experience has resulted in a service which Architects find helpful when they have calls for such specifications.

"Pittsburgh" Reflectors represent a quality that is as definitely valuable as "Pittsburgh" service. Although guaranteed for five years, not one "Pittsburgh" Reflector made since we began using the coppering process of backing—more than nine years ago—has ever been reported to us as having the silvered reflecting surface tarnish or discolor, or the backing crack, check or peel.

Booklets covering the subjects of cove and show window lighting will be sent on request.

Please mention Architecture in writing to manufacturers.
When you are working on the plumbing these pages will help you

This is the Speakman loose-leaf catalog H, embracing practically the entire line. A description of every shower and fixture shown is included.

This entire catalog will be sent to you promptly. It contains 30 pages, and fits easily into your files, measuring 8½ x 10⅜ inches.

Use the coupon if more convenient

SPEAKMAN COMPANY
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

Our pages in Sweet's Architectural Catalog, 1925-26 edition (pages 2048-2058 inclusive), are particularly valuable to the specification writers. We'll be glad to send reprints.

SPEAKMAN SHOWERS and FIXTURES
GRANT HOSPITAL, CHICAGO, ILL.

T-M-B Flooring has stood the test of 5 years' service in this hospital. In that period four additional orders were installed.

Specify and Buy Moulding’s

Because it ranks first
— in permanency
— in comfort
— in low cost of installation and upkeep.

Then it has the advantage of always looking well—and it is easily cleaned. Laid in plastic form there are no cracks or crevices to harbor dirt or germs. Moulding’s T-M-B Flooring is made of materials that never rot or deteriorate. Its tough wear-resisting quality continues throughout its thickness. It never wears gritty and always has a smooth, velvet-like surface. Years of constant foot traffic improve this flooring—making it more compact.

The initial cost of Moulding’s T-M-B Flooring installed by our own skilled men, on cement foundations, is from twenty to twenty-five cents per square foot for average areas.

For schools, hospitals, laboratories, churches, office and industrial buildings—Moulding’s T-M-B Flooring fully meets the flooring requirements. Its popularity is founded on the bedrock of quality.

Other Moulding Permanent Floors—Moulstone and Moultyle

Send for complete information

THOS. MOULDING BRICK COMPANY
Over 60 years of Responsibility and Financial Stability

133 W. Washington St. Grand Central Terminal Bldg.
Chicago, Illinois New York City

MICHAEL REESE HOSPITAL
Chicago, Ill.

For more than 5 years T-M-B Flooring has given satisfactory service in the Sarah Morris Memorial Building of this hospital. In that period five orders were installed in corridors, wards and private rooms.
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TWENTY THOUSAND CUBIC FEET OF ICE STORAGE ROOM
“Efficientized” with Jamison Products

THE "big butter and egg men" require refrigerated space in which to store their products pending their unloading on the market. Which creates another business in itself—refrigerating warehousing.

This McDougal plant is for the safe storing of butter, eggs, apples and other perishables. It is just the first of four units planned. Profits in the operation of such a plant come from checking heat transmission—elimination of leakage. The plant must operate efficiently—if the operators are to get everything out of it that's in it.

It was no mere coincidence that placed Jamison Doors in this plant. Highest efficiency was desired — therefore JAMISON Doors were required—twenty-two of them.

Have this Catalog in Your Files
Have this complete description of all Jamison Products—doors, windows and ice cisterns—and ensures information that might prove invaluable whenever some refrigeration problem arises. A copy will be mailed, gladly, upon request.

Please mention ARCHITECTURE in writing to manufacturers
Fit for a King’s Representative

ONE of the sight-seeing spots of Washington, D.C. is the residence of Baron de Cartier de Marchienne, the Belgian Ambassador to the United States.

A Ruud Automatic Gas Water Heater adequately serves the Embassy. Unstinted, steaming hot water is ever ready.

If it were possible for the Embassy to house the collected guests of a lifetime, Ruud would still supply ample hot water for everyone—at the turn of a faucet.

The Ruud Specification Folder

A source of hot water information—complete—convenient—accessible. It fits your file—serves every possible hot water specification. A copy mailed FREE upon request.

Ruud Manufacturing Company

Factories in Pittsburgh, Pa., and Toronto, Ont.

Branch Offices in All Large Cities

Permanent Exhibit—739 Boardwalk, Atlantic City, N. J.

Please mention Architecture in writing to manufacturers
In 1908, when our Alaska quarries were opened, the output was used very largely on the Pacific Coast. But in a few years the marble was coming East. It has been coming ever since—each year in larger quantities. It appeals to builders everywhere, not alone as an unusual product with strikingly different veining, but as a wonderful color-blend of blacks and whites, set forth permanently under a rich unbroken polish.

The New Winthrop Hotel, Tacoma, Wash., and the Besse Security Building, Springfield, Mass., have the width of a continent between them, yet they both have Alaska interiors. In the New Winthrop (Ninth Street Entrance) it was combined with Vermont French Gray base, and in the Security Building with Vermont Verde Antique.

**Vermont Marble Company**  
Proctor, Vermont  
Branches in the larger cities  
See Sweet’s Catalog for Specifications and Other Data

Please mention Architecture in writing to manufacturers
The Architects Power for Good

For every one school an architect designs, he also builds thousands of better men and women, thanks to his high ideals of light, sanitation and ventilation.

It is a great thing to create a beautiful building, but even greater is the achievement when it also directly results in sturdier, healthier, more alert, more capable lives. Recognizing this responsibility—and welcoming it—an increasing number of architects are specifying Univent Ventilation.

The Univent brings fresh air from outdoors, warms it, cleans it when necessary, and diffuses it perfectly by an agreeable air motion, but without drafts.

Write for our Architect’s edition of “Univent Ventilation.” It shows why and how the Univent is being so extensively used in schools, both old and new, and in many other types of buildings.

Please mention ARCHITECTURE in writing to manufacturers
HYDRATITE
Used on All Foundations of
The Jamaica High School

HYDRATITE water proofs the entire concrete mass.

Mixed with the mass, it combines with the lime, creating a reaction that entirely upsets capillary attraction and establishes a lasting moisture repellent condition.

Not only does it effectually resist absorption and seepage, but hydrostatic pressure.

To meet varying conditions, Hydratite is made in powder, paste or liquid.

Dehydratines

No. 1—Replaces furring, or used in conjunction with it— to damp-proof the interior surface of exposed brick or terra cotta walls—before plastering.

No. 2—A transparent damp-proof coating for the exterior of stone, brick—concrete walls. Preserves the surface and prevents discolorations and efflorescence.

No. 10—Damp-proofs exposed walls, with a heavy troweled coating on the inside-face. Replaces furring. The most positive method of damp-proofing.

No. 30—A liquid compound to lubricate, hasten the hardening and permanently strengthen cement, mortar and concrete mixtures.

Vulcatex
A water proofing plastic compound for caulking and pointing.
The beauty of a Slate Roof is made possible by its natural composition. The colors, unlike pigment, will either retain their original hue or gradually acquire a rich weathered mellowness.
Few tourists visit this old, old town of Moulins in central France, but artists find it a veritable haven for brush and pencil. The cobbled streets and timbered buildings and the chimneys pointing grotesquely at the sky have been changed but little since the days of Charles IX. Earl Horter was particularly impressed with the beauty of its quaint architecture on his last European trip, when he wrote—“Traveling through a town like this without an Eldorado Pencil would be an artistic tragedy.”

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Pencil Dept. 1-J. Jersey City, N. J.
PENRHYN Stone is the product of a series of quarries operating in the Penrhyn Hills on the border line of the State of Vermont.

The wonderful texture and colorings of this material allows of harmonious Roof combinations that are adaptable to any type of Architecture or period reproduction.

The various shades and variegated colorings of Purple, Grey, Green, Brown, etc., are so intermingled and weathered that a newly-laid roof has all the aged appearance that is characteristic of roofs on the ancient castles and homes in England.

Penrhyn Stone is produced by skilled craftsmen and quarried, split and trimmed entirely by hand into such sizes and thicknesses that each individual roof requires as determined by a study of the Architects' plans.

Our Architectural Department in New York will be pleased to prepare estimates and make suggestions based on any plans submitted.
Concrete floors are dustless
Concrete floors will wear—when they are treated with this floor hardener

Concrete floors are dustless when they are treated with this floor hardener.

No matter how hard service a concrete floor gets, it can be made dustproof and wear-proof. A treatment of Lapidolith, the first commercial floor hardener on the market, will do the trick.

Lapidolith is a liquid, chemical compound the effect of which on a concrete floor is almost miraculous. Lapidolith looks like water and is just as easy to apply. It penetrates the porous cement. It fills in the voids and binds the concrete particles together. It completely hydrates the free lime. The result is a fine, even surface that is flint-like in its hardness.

Lapidolith will harden old floors as well as new. A floor treated at night is ready for business in the morning. One treatment is all that is necessary to give you concrete floors that are dustproof, waterproof, and wear-proof.

Lapidolith has been specified by leading architects for over fifteen years. It has given many of the country’s largest office buildings, industrial plants, and public buildings dustless, permanent concrete floors. Let us tell you more about it. Send today for literature that will give you complete information.

---

LAPIPOIITH
TRADE MARK

---

The Bnai Abraham Temple in Newark, N. J. Lapidolith was used on all the cement floors. The architect was Nathan Myers of Newark.

---

Other Sonneborn products

CEMCOAT—A paint that stays white longer than any similar paint; can be washed again and again; sticks to brick or concrete as easily as to wood; and usually requires one less coat. Made for both interiors and exteriors in white and colors, and in gloss, eggshell, or flat enamel finish.

STORMTIGHT—The famous semi-liquid compound for mending and preserving roofs. The thick, adhesive, rubber-like material can be applied by anyone, over any kind of roof, and gives a tight, new surface that lasts for years. Made in four beautiful colors. Mends one leak or waterproofs an entire roof surface.

HYDROCIDE—A complete line of waterproofing and damp-proofing products for walls, copings, foundations, etc. There is a special Hydrocide for each class of use. For instance, on exterior walls Hydrocide Colorless retains the natural beauty of the wall.

LIGNOPHOL—A preservative dressing for wood floors that penetrates wood, restoring its natural gum and oil. Prevents rotting, splintering, and drying out. A Lignophol-treated floor is not sticky; it can be washed; and it does not require the application of floor oils. One treatment lasts for many years.

---

L. Sonneborn Sons, Inc.
114 Fifth Avenue, New York City
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A Confidential Booklet

For obvious reasons a booklet of this nature cannot be spread broadcast. It deals with the very latest thought on bank alarm systems and general signaling systems. Architects and consulting engineers are invited to write for it. It is highly informative, profusely illustrated, and written in a clear interesting manner. It will be sent gratis to any reliable individual in the above fields.

Write TODAY.

1875—1925
This year marks the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of this concern.
"Fifty years for stability."

The architect's part in stemming the crime wave!!

At no time in history have banks had so great a need for reliable alarm systems. Current dailies give constant proof of the guerilla warfare that bandits are waging on financial institutions.

Here enters the architect's profitable duty.

On all new bank construction do not fail to recommend the installation of a reliable bank alarm system—the Holtzer-Cabot. Call upon your older clients in the financial field and explain the benefits and security that a Holtzer-Cabot Bank Alarm System would allow.

It is an utter necessity. The story is being told through advertising in the bankers' journals.

You as architectural counsel will be repaid in many ways—in prestige, in a financial sense, and in a professional manner.

And you cannot possibly recommend a more reliable product of a more reliable firm.

The HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.

Home office and factory
125 Armorey Street
Boston, Mass.

Chicago office
6161-65 South State St.
Chicago, Ill.

SYSTEMS.
NURSES' CALL
DOCTORS' CALL IN AND OUT
WATCHMEN
TELEPHONE
FIRE ALARM
PROTECTION

For HOSPITALS
HOTELS
BANKS
SCHOOLS
COLLEGES
OFFICE BUILDINGS
FACTORIES
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The “Garden” is dead; long live the “Garden”!

While the old landmark at Madison Square was being torn down, another huge Madison Square Garden was being reared at 8th Ave. and 49th St., New York City. New York was not long without its spacious indoor stadium.

The new Madison Square Garden bids fair to atone for the loss of its historic predecessor. Handsome, roomy, comfortable, its equipment in all departments measures up to the highest standards.

This equipment includes Jenkins Valves in every service — plumbing, heating, power plant, fire protection, air conditioning and other uses. The Jenkins Diamond is a guarantee of valves that will contribute to the comfort, convenience, and safety of the thousands of patrons of this center of recreation and sports.

For buildings, large or small, it pays to get genuine Jenkins and to assure your clients of genuine Jenkins Valve service — long, reliable, free from frequent repairs and costly replacements.

JENKINS BROS.
80 White Street, New York, N. Y.
111 No. Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
68 Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

JENKINS BROS., Limited
Montreal, Canada

FACTORIES
Bridgewater, Con., N. J.
Montreal, Canada

Always marked with the "Diamond"
An alloy of Copper and Steel gives greatest rust resistance and satisfaction for building construction — roofing, gutters, spouting, and all sheet metal work.

The destructive enemy of sheet metal is rust. It is a well established fact that an alloy of copper gives to Steel Sheets and Tin Plates the maximum of rust-resistance. Keystone Copper Steel is unequaled for roofing, siding, spouting, gutters, culverts, metal lath, and similar uses. It assures roofs and sheet metal work that will withstand the ravages of fire, wear and weather. Shall we send proofs from actual service tests? We manufacture Steel Sheets and Tin Plates for all purposes and specially adapted to the requirements of architects and builders: Black Sheets, Special Sheets, Apollo and Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets, Corrugated Sheets, Formed Roofing and Siding Products, Roofing Tin Plates, Bright Tin Plate, Black Plate, Etc. Sold by leading metal merchants. Our products represent the highest standards of quality and utility. Write for quotations, also our booklet, Copper Steel Roofing Tin.

American Sheet and Tin Plate Company
General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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A typical floor surface in one of the newest big office buildings.

A non-dusting floor of pleasing tone

As a general purpose color for floors, there's nothing superior to a soft gray. And Hard-n-tyte Gray enables you to secure this pleasing, uniform color effect, in combination with exceptional wear-proofness and non-dusting qualities.

Hard-n-tyte Gray penetrates beneath the surface and fills the pores of a concrete floor. It also builds up a firm, but non-flaking, coating that makes a surface of unbroken smoothness. Moreover, it resists water, alkalis, strong soaps or washing powder. For office or 100% dustless factory floors it is particularly recommended. Ask for a descriptive folder.

Hard-n-tyte Gray is but one of the many special wall-and-floor treatments which we shall be glad to tell you about—at your request.

GENERAL CHEMICAL COMPANY 40 Rector Street, New York, N.Y.
The choice of Douglas Vitreous China Urinal Stalls for the stately Masonic Temple, Detroit, Mich., again indicates the sanitary preference for a urinal made of vitreous china.

Although Vitreous China Urinal Stalls have been manufactured only a short time, they have been accepted and specified in every state.

The reason for the immediate recognition of this new piece is the unqualified opinion, that Vitreous China is the most sanitary material from which plumbing fixtures can be made.

Vitreous China Water Closets and Lavatories have long been considered a standard requirement of all good building.

Douglas Vitreous China Urinal Stalls are made of the same vitreous body as their water closets and lavatories, and are full sized.

Dimensions—Height, 43 inches over all, from finished floor to top of Urinal 39 inches, width 18 inches full.

Guaranteed not to craze, stain or discolor. It is non-porous, so it will not absorb odors. Has a gleaming white surface which is easily cleaned. Assuring a fixture of quality.

Upon request we will send descriptive literature and names of buildings in your vicinity where Douglas Vitreous China Urinal Stalls are being used.

Manufactured by

The John Douglas Co.

Makers of High Grade Plumbing Fixtures
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First Choice Time After Time
For Sears Roebuck Buildings

The superior qualities of Truscon Solid Steel Double-Hung Windows have received wide recognition. That is why you will find them in many of the most prominent high class buildings from coast to coast. Their enviable repeat record with the Sears Roebuck Company is a fine testimonial to Truscon supremacy. No more forceful argument could be advanced for their quality than the continued preference shown for Truscon Double-Hung Windows by prominent architects and builders.

Write for our free Double-Hung Window catalog

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY, Youngstown, Ohio
Warehouses and Offices in All Principal Cities. Foreign Trade Division, New York. The Truscon Laboratories, Detroit, Mich. Trussed Concrete Steel Company of Canada, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
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Why IDEAL BOILERS are saving thousands of tons of coal in big buildings

Every heating season thousands of tons of coal are saved for owners of big buildings.

Every year more architects, engineers, builders and owners at home and abroad, are learning that the real secret of heating economy for larger buildings is the installation of a battery of IDEAL Boilers.

There are six real advantages that IDEAL Boilers bring to every big building.

1. The initial price is lower.
2. They are built in sections—can be carried through ordinary doorway. Additional sections can easily be had if building is enlarged—thousands are used for replacing old boilers.
3. They burn all kinds of fuel—hard or soft coal, coke, oil, gas or wood.
4. They are very compact—occupy little space or headroom.
5. The operating cost is lower—as in milder winter weather only one or more boilers need be operated.
6. They last as long as the building itself.

Every Branch of this company is equipped to give special service to Architects. We shall be glad to have you call on us.

AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY


Makers of IDEAL BOILERS and AMERICAN RADIATORS
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GRILLES OF DISTINCTION

Architects are offered a wide selection of distinctive designs in stock patterns of Wickwire Spencer Perforated Metal Grilles; and special designs are accurately produced on order.

These come in all the usual metals and finishes, and also in Wissco Bronze, which combines beauty and strength with moderate cost.

WICKWIRE SPENCER STEEL COMPANY
41 East Forty-second Street, New York

WICKWIRE SPENCER PRODUCTS
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When Purity Counts

By the degree of purity, the service life of Copper can best be measured.

Anaconda Copper is guaranteed 99.9% pure. It will stand up for generations against the elements—Rain, Snow and Ice.

Anaconda Copper costs but little more than iron or steel installed. Labor is the principal item of cost in either case and the longer life and cost-free service of Anaconda Copper make it the most economical of all metals for roofing, flashings, valleys, gutters, ventilator ducts, store fronts and exposed metal trim.

The American Brass Company
General Offices: Waterbury, Connecticut
Mills and Factories:
New York, Chicago, Boston
Philadelphia, Providence, Pittsburgh
Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati
St. Louis, New Orleans, San Francisco

In Canada: American Brass Limited, New Toronto, Ontario

Anaconda Copper
Guaranteed 99.9% Pure
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**WHAT TO SPECIFY and WHERE TO BUY IT**

If you are interested in any building material or equipment not found below, tell us so and we will put you in touch with and give you complete data concerning the proper manufacturers. Address Service Department, Architecture, 597 Fifth Avenue, New York.

The names and page numbers of those manufacturers in this issue of Architecture are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adam, Frank, Electric Co.</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allis-Chalmers Co.</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Bridge Company</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Brass Company</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Bridge Company</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Camera Company</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Lead Company</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Lumber Co.</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Metal Works</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Sheet &amp; Wire Company</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor Post Iron Works</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong Cork Co. (Linoleum Division)</td>
<td>6a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arnold &amp; North Company</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Metal Company</td>
<td>16b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asbestos Shingle State &amp; Shingles Division</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Metal Company</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arnold &amp; North Company</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong Cork &amp; Insulation Company</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashmore Brothers</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated Tile Mfg. Ass'n</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austro Window Company</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batchelder-Wilson Co.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonded Floors Company</td>
<td>34a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyle, John, &amp; Company, Inc.</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briar Hill Stone Co.</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce, E. L., Co.</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnham Boiler Company, 4th Cover</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carey Philp, &amp; Company</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassidy &amp; Company</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Tube Company</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Century Electric Co.</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Toilet Corp.</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clove, James F. &amp; Sons</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compass &amp; Pyrozo Door Company</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochran Armstrong Terra Cotta Co.</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutler Mail Chute Company</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit Graphite Company</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit Steel Company</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co. (Pendleton)</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Company, The John</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electro-Line Engraving Company</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erskine Studios</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt Water Wheel Company</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Hardware Company</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Chemical Company</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric Company</td>
<td>22-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric Co. (Marine Division)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Marble Company</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globe Ventilator Company</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordon &amp; Lidgerwood Company</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gough, Edwin F., &amp; Company</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harnish-Lind Chemical Co.</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart &amp; Hegeman Company</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hess Warming &amp; Ventilating Co.</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higgins Mfg. Company</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hickory Lumber Co., The</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holton-Cahot Electric Company</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood, B. Mifflin, Brick Company</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope, Henry, &amp; Sons</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horn, A. C., &amp; Company</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Limestone Quarries' Ass'n</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Casement Window Company</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irving Force Company, The W.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, William H., Company</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson Mantel &amp; Ornament Co.</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamison Cold Storage Door Company</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins Brothers</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josam Mfg. Company</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawneer Company</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeway Heating Company</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerner Incentor Company</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kewanee Boiler Company</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kewanee Mfg. Company</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimball Mfg. Company</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kincaid Construction Company</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinnear Mfg. Company</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohler Company</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord &amp; Burnham Company (Greenhouses)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord &amp; Burnham Company (Ventilation Division)</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisville Cement Company</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ludlow-Celadon Co.</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lupton's Sons Co., David</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutton, William H., Company</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Equipment Company</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan Terra-cotta Brass Strip Co.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeeen Brothers</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, G. L., &amp; Company</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Corrugating Company</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi Wire Glass Company</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting, The Thos., Brick Company</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nairn Linoleum Company</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Floor Tile Company</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Radiator Company</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Terra Cotta Society</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Herman, Corp</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey Zinc Company</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norton Company</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oris Elevator Company</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers Unit Ventilation Company</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh Reflector Company</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Cement Company, 3d Cover</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prometheus Electric Company</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riddle &amp; Sons</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Concrete Pipe Company</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Machinery Company</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Iron Company</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Company</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, Dwight F., Company</td>
<td>2d Cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Ventilator Company</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Mfg. Company</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samson Cordage Works</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sayweret Products Company</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seelig Machine Works</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherwin-Williams</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Ventilator Company</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, H. B., Company</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somes-Royer Company</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonomore Sons, L. Inc</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Electric-Time Company</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Steel Company</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Granite Company</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, Haley V., Company</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thatcher Company</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toch Brothers</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trueson Steel Company</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuttle &amp; Bailey</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. S. Gypsum Company</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. S. Mineral Wool Company</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor Slate Company</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilating Company</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont Marble Company</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitrolite Company</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner Mfg. Company</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Webster Company</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weatherbest Stained Shingle Co.</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiting-Adams Co.</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wickliffe Steel Company</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, W. J., Slate Company</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, The J. G., Corp.</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please mention *Architecture* in writing to manufacturers.
NOW!—in Your Town and Mine
The Quaint Charm of Old Spanish Roofs

MILCOR "Titelock" Spanish Tile has contributed materially to
the spreading popularity of the Spanish Style of Architecture,
long preferred in Florida and California.

For MILCOR "Titelock" Spanish Tile reproduces in metal the pic­
turesque form and color effects of the roofs of old Spain. But
more important still, it provides a roof that is firesafe and weather
proof—a roof that protects against lightning by shunting it through
the metal downspouts to the ground—a roof whose parts cannot
crack, chip, or disengage—a roof that forms a blanket of air pockets
which effectively guards against summer heat or winter cold.

Since it can be laid upon light wood sheathing, MILCOR Titelock
Metal Tile also accomplishes substantial savings by doing away with
the expensive supporting structure necessary for heavy tile roofs.

These advantages and economies have earned for "Titelock" Metal Tile its
great popularity with Architects, Contractors and owners. Equally interest­
ing architectural effects, security and durability are also possible with MILCOR
"American" Metal Tile, Art-Metal Shingles, Metal Slate and Metal Trimmings.

MILWAUKEE CORRUGATING COMPANY
Chicago, Illinois
Kanans City, Mo.
La Crosse, Wis.

:data book free:
The MILCOR Sheet Metal Guide
contains complete data on MILCOR "Titelock" Tile and other architectural metal
products. A complimentary copy will be mailed you on request.

Please mention ARCHITECTURE in writing to manufacturers.